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PREFACE

In the summer of 1967, a six-weeks training program for teacher-aide

trainees was conducted on the campus at Mbrehead State University.1 The

experimental program was designed to explore possible new careers in

education for disadvantaged persons in Eastern Kentucky. The program and

its implications have had a significant impact on the training and

employment practices for teacher-aides in the Mbrehead State University

Region. Therefore, it is felt that the knowledge gained can contribute

to the improvement of auxiliary personnel programs in other rural schools

of this country.

Milan B. Dady,
Project Director

'The training program was funded in part by a research and demonstration
grant two the Office of Economic Opportunity which was coordinated by the
Bank Street College of Education in New York City.
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AUXILIARX SCHOOL PERSOIQIEL
PROGRAMS POR RURAL AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

Professional leaders in the rural schools of America have often been

accused (and may have been guilty) of contributing to the lag between

conceptualization and implementation oftproven educational practices.

THU perennial resistance to change was evident in the early 1950's when

the Bay City, Michigan, experiment on the use of auxiliary personnel was

pUblicized nationally. In the rural areas, professional people including

college professors reacted negatively to any plan wherehy non-certified

personnel would be placed in the classroom. This attitude persisted into

the 1960's. Therefore, it may seem somewhat surprising that the recent

movements to employ auxiliary personnel for the elementary and secondary

schools have been well received in the rural areas of America.

Perhaps, simple economics became the initiatory force that brought

about the changes in attitude toward the utilization of auxiliary person .

nel in rural schools. Since federal .funds became available to egploy

auxiliaries, it may have been concluded that some educational value would

be gained automatically from their services; and the auxiliary programs

would be expanding employment opportunities in the communities. Reviewing

the present status of auxiliary personnel in the rural schools, one

would assume that the economic approach had merit. Uniform resistance to

non-certified personnel in the schools has diminished and they have become

integral meMbers of the educational team. Throughout the rural areas,

administrators are now developing in-service programs for auxiliaries so

they will be more effective contributors to the educative processes. Also,

0*
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the administrators are setting up criteria to evaluate the services of

the auxiliaries in relationships to the arpectei outcomes of their schools.

This manual is specially designei for educators of the rural schools

in America. The teacher's job in rural areas as well as in big cities

should be analyzei to determine which responsibilities can be safely and

economically delegated to auxiliary school personnel. .Although few

schools in rural areas employed auxiliaries prior to 464, numerous

schools now have used them in almost every conceivable tadk in the class-

room and around the school. Recommended procedures are presentei for

recruitment, selection, training and utilization of auxiliary school

personnol. The emerging role of the teacher now demonstrates that he can

become a truly professional person who may assume a managerial role over

a team of auxiliaries assigned to him. It is hoped that this manual. will

help build strong relationships between staff morale and positive outcomes

which will greatly improve the educational experiences of children in

rural America.

RATIONALE

BaSic Philosophy

As an educational innovation, the utilization of auxiliary personnel

in the schools must demonstrate concretely that major emphasia is being

placed on the learning and developmental needs of pupils and not on the

materialistic gains of persons seeking employment or of teachers who hope

to be relieve& of many routine tasks and thereby devote fewer hours to

teaching assignments. While the utilization of auxiliaries will provide

beneficial jObs for the people in the community, the essentifl criterion

is whether their employment will enhance the educational oppiTtunities of
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children. Also, the use of auxiliaries will initiate a shuffling in

teachers' loads, but teachers will not spend less time in teaching. They

will spend more time in planning and implementing instructional techniques,

in guiding and counseling of pupils and in carrying out other instruc-

tional activities that will upgrade the professional status of teachers.

This nation has low cherished the equal rights of children to pursue

their educational aspdrations in the schools. It is hoped that the employ-

ment of auxiliary personnel will promote better opportunities for teachers

to implement differentiated techniques in learning in order to care for

the unequal backgrounds and potentialities of the pupils. When reporting

on the demonstration programs on the use of auxiliary personnel that were

coordinated by the Bank Street College of Education, Bowman and Klopf

stated:

The sponsors of the demonstration programs believed that even
if there were no shortage of teachers, the introduction of more
adults into the classroom would enhance the quality of education--
adults selected on the basis of their concern for children and their
potential as conaborators in the learning-teaching process rather
than primarily on the basis of previous training. They saw, too
great possibilities in the professional-nonprofessional team in
enabling the teachers to differentiate education so as to meet the
individual needs of pupils, as diagnosed by the teadher. ,They saw,
too, in this multi-level team approach escape from rigid structuring
in the classroom--for example, more freedom of movement, more small
.groupings, more independent activities than would be feasible for
one person often operating under difficult teaching conditions. In
fact, the teacher might, with this assistance, be able to experiment
with inhovative tehniques which be had long beedwanting to inau-

gurate.1

While the school is the major, formal learning laboratory in the

community., other agencies contribute heavily to the child's education. For

example, as teachers of the child in the home, parents are instrumental in

establishing learning patterns for him that will ultimately affect the

1 Garda Bowman and Gordon Klopf, New Careers and Roles in the American
School, NemCfcmk: Bank Street College of ErEaTion, Play, 1957, P. 5.
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quantity and quality of the learning that he will achieve in or out Of

school. The utilization of auxiliaries affords an opportunity'for parents

and other interested persons to became full partners in the education of

children;. and in many communities, it may bridge an existing gap between

the home and the school. The auxiliary program provides a communication

avenue for school patrons and teachers to develop greater understandings

of each other's values, goals and expectations, thereby enhancing the

educational experiences of children. The employment of auxiliaries may

improve the outlook on life for themselves and their children.

Liddle and ROckwell have maintained that:

Before we can modify the family's educational atmosphere, we
must learn to communicate with these parents in a meaningful way.
In order to communicate, we must first understand, we must first
attempt to see the world including ourselves, from the parents'
point of view.2...No school program will achieve marked success
unless the interest, enthusiasm, and encouragement of parents are
present Parents must be taugtt how to implement their aspirations
for their dhild. In order to do this school personnel must reach
out to the parents, establish meaningfUl communication with them,
and then give parents samething concrete to do...blany parents who
now avoid school because their children are neither happy nor
successful there, can be enlisted if we reduce our criticirm, look
for places where they can help, end build on the rather limited
efforts they are now willing to make in their children's behalf.3

Reports from various teacher-aide peograms in the United States have

substantiated Liddle amd Rockwell's peemise. Even parents who had become

alienated frmn the schools due to excessively low incomes are now actively

engaged in the educative peocesses in an auxiliary capacity, and desirable

changes in attitudes ant aspirations are becoming evident not only in

themselves, but their children.

2 Gordon Liddle and Robert Rockwell, "The Role of Parents and Family
Life," Educating the Disadvantael Learner, Edited by Staten W. Webster,
San Franclsco: The Chandler Cc/m=371-7Z, p. 400.

3 Ibid., pp. 405-406.
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In summary, the utilization of auxiliaries in the elementary and

secondary schools should focus attention on the learning and developmental

need.s of children. It is felt that auxiliaries will enable the profes-

sional staff of the schools to plan and provide a differentiated ed.uca-

tional program that will care for the different potentialities of the

learners. The auxiliary program provides an opportunity for parents and

other school patrons to become actively engaged. in the teaching-learning

experiences in which the children become involved.. Finally, the auxiliary

program opens a channel of communication between the school. and. the home

which is a prerequisite to school success for the child.

Possible Benefits From Utilization of Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries add. a new dimension to the efforts of the people to meet

the wid.e differences of the children enrolled. in their schools. In point-

ing up possible values emanating from the utilization of auxiliaries,

Bowman and. Klopf stated., "Since economic, social. and. ed.ucational problems

often have some common causal factors, a single solution may have mul-

tiple values. It may result in positive pupil outcomes and. in socially

useful outcomes as well."4 Multiple values are projected. as outcomes

from auxiliary programs in rural schools.

To pupils,:

The nonprofessional-professional team should. provid.e more freed.om of

movement in the classroom, thereby permitting children to work ind.epend.-

ently or in small groups. There should be opportunities for teacher

experimentation using innovative ingtructional techniques. Also, there is

14. Garda Bmman and. Gord.on Klopf, Auxiliary School Personnel: Their
Roles, Training, and. Institutionalization, New York: Bank Street College
of Ed.ucation, October, 1966, p. .
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a growing belief that the more contacts children have with adults the more

interested they become in their school work as evid.enced. by lower absen-

teeismand. by impravement in achievement.

To Teadhers:

Through the use of auxiliary personnel, teachers should. benefit from

improved. working conditions that will permit them to devote most of their

work-hours to the specialized aspects of teaching, such as experimentation

with innovative techniques, guidance and counseling of children, aad pro-

viding for individual differences. In the emerging role as truly profes-

sional teachers, their status should. become more satisfying.

To School kindnistrators:

The employment of auxiliaries in the school should make it possible

for administrators to meet the ever-increasing need for services despite

the shortage of teachers and other prIfessional persons. The prudent

utilization of auxiliaries may facilitate the orderly administration of

the schools since many administrative matters are delegated to teachers,

such as money collections and various reports. The use of auxiliaries

assures the prompt and efficient disposition of delegated responsibilities.

To the Community atyJarge:

Every community is hard pressed to keep all of its citizens gainfully

employed. The utilization of auxiliary personnel in the rural schools of

America opens new job opportunities especially for unemployed or educa-

tionally disadvantaged persons.

To Auxiliaries:

Through the auxiliary progrmn, a person accepted for employment has

opportunities to develop competencies fOr a responsible position which

will not be automated out of existence. Through continuei employment and
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umading, the auxiliary may set higher vocational sights for himself and

continue bis training in higher education.

Special Benefits Which LIN:Be Derived From the Use
of Low-Ii7g-EXiliaries Fram Various SubiZaltures

In rural America, poverty is evident even in the rich and fertile

farming regions of the Oentral States. In the cities, several low-income

neighborhoods may exist and the people in a particular section niay belong

predominantly to one nationality, one race, or one social class. Con-

versely in rural areas, low-income families nig' be spread throughout the

community and they are usually referred to collectively as the lower

socio-economic class. In some rural areas, however, one type of people

may comprise the nucleus of the poverty group, such as the migrant workers

in California, the sharecroppers in the South, the mountain people in

Kentucky and the farm workers of Nexican descent in Colorado.

LowAncome families in rural areas are continually surrounded with

the social and economic influences of the middle-class merchants, employers,

and co-workers. The economic advantages of the middle-class ixople are

present wherever they go in the community. Schools are controlled, admin-

istered, and taught by middle-class persons. The currieukwn and standards

of the school are normally founded on middle-class goals.

In describing the socially disadvantaged in terms of observablesocial

groups, BObert Havighurst reported the following characteristics:

1. They are at the bottam of the American Saciety in terms of
income.

2. They have rural backgraund.
3. They suffer from social and economic discrimination at the

hands of the majority of the sociv4i.
4. They are widely distributed in the 'Mittel States. While they

are most visible in the big cities, they are present in all except
Nw1rd73#4aLAncc5e communities. There are many of them in rural
areas.
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In racial and ethnic terms, these groups are 'bout evenly divided
between Altos and nonwhites. They consietmainly of the following:

1. Negroes fromthe rural South who have migrated recently to
Northern industrial cities.

2. Whites from the rural South and Southern mountains who have
migrated recently to the Northern industrial cities.

3. Puerto Ricans vho have migrated to a few Northern industrial
cities.

4. .Mexicans vith a rural background who have migrattd into the
West and Middle West.

5. European immigrants with a rural background, from East and
Southern. EUrope.

Altogether, these groups make up about 15 per cent of the United
States population.5

Compound these groups with the rural population in Appalachia who have

not kept pace with technological advancement, the American Indians who

have been retained in the sparsely settled parts of the United States,

and the rural population who never have been elevated from the common

labor class, the plight of the low-income persons is self-evident.

What writing about misconceptions and prejudices against the poor,

Michael Harrington has stated:

Here is the most familiar version of social blindness: 'The

poor are that way because they are.atraid of vork. And anyway they
all have big cars. If they were like me (or my father or my grand-
tether), they could pay their Ninny. Hut they prefer to live on
the dole'and cheat the taxpayers.'...3ut the real explanation of aby
the poor are vhere they are is that they made the mistake of beirig
born to the wrong parents, in the wrong seotion of the country, in
the vrong industry, or in the wrong racial or ethnic poup...In a
sense, one might define the contemporary poor in the United States

ae those who, for resume beyond their control, cannot help them
selves. All of the most decisive factors making f.or opportunity
endadvencement are against them. They are born downward and most
of them attar down.6

Children from lowincome Males have difficulty' in adjusting to a

school environment that includes pupils tros middle-class backgrounds and

5 Robert J. Havigburst,, "Who Are the Socially Disadvantaged," 4, -ftiMp
the Disadvantaged, Edited by Staten Webster, San Tranolmo The Chandler
p"TE ng mow, 1966, pp. 2627.

6 Michael Herrington, "The Divisible Lod," letftwi Disadv_i_q.ntad,
Edited by Staten Webster, San Prtnalsco: The Chan AilLiFikbWany,
1966, pp. 16-17.
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to rules and regulations consistent wIth middle-class values. The

inability of the pupils to adjust in school is reflected in the high fail-

ure rate among disadvantaged children. Unlike children in large cities

where illegal means are easily accessible for disadvantaged children to

obtain money or other materialistic items, children from low-income

families in rural areas have no escape from the financial pressures placed

upon them; they simply have to accept their class status.

In recent years, parents of disadvantaged children have begun to take

education seriously and want their children to have things better than

they have had then, but they do not know what good education is or how

their children must go about getting it. FUrthermore, many low-inccae

persons have become isolated from the schools through self-imposed limita-

tions. So, the ccmdition remains that while their children attend school,

the parents fail in the fundamental task of parental motivation toward

school success.

The employment of auxiliaries from the low-income groups in rural

areas may provide this segment of the population with representation in

the teaching-learning processes; so better understandings will result.

Agcording to Bowman and Klopf:

The auxiliary who has actually lived in disadvantaged environ-
ments often gpeaks to the disadvantaged child or youth in a way that
is neither strange or threatening...Moreover, the low-income auxiliary
having faced up to and overcome some of the difficulties and frustra-
tions the children now face, mgy serve to motivate the child to
further effort...Meantime, the low-income auxiliary sometimes provides
incentive to poor pupils which would otherwise be lacking...FUrther,
the auxiliary from the child's own neighborhood maybe able to inter-
pret to the middle-class professional some aspects,of the behavior
of a child. who is nonre3ponding in a school situation. The auxiliary
may, in turn, interpret the goals of the schools to bcth parent and
child. To reach the child for a few hours a day without reaching
those who influence his mode of living may be of little avail. The
parent who doesn't understand a school official sometimes finds a
neighbor serving as a school auxiliary helpful.7

7 Garda Bowman and Gordon Klopf, a. Cit., pp. 4-5.
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School administrators in rural America should conduct thorough

investigations into the backgrounds of the poverty groups in his community

and then establish criteria for employment which make it possible for

them to be considered. While not all poor people are qualified to assume

tasks normally assigned to auxiliaries, demonstrated eyidence supports

the employment of low socio-economic persons who meet the established

standards as outlined in job definitions. When selected carefully, low-

income auxiliaries can provide a communication channel tetween the school

and the poor people. As a part of the school team, they may contribute

to the fulfillment of the disadvantaged,child's basic needs. Of course,

their employment is not a panacea for all problems confronting the dis-

advantaged children in the schools.

The Auxiliary Program Should Be el.._:(ed to

Those Mho Qualify

While the benefits of employing low...income persons as auxiliaries in

the elementary and secondary schools have been substantiated, the selec-

tion of the auxiliaries should not te restricted to the poor. The

administrators of rural schools should solicit all persons who are inter-

ested in the position openings and employ the test candidates. The

positions should be open to men as well as women, to the young &bats as

well as older people, to the-Middle-class as well as the lower-class, to

persons 'with a minimum of education as well as persons with college prep-

aration and to single as well as married persons.

In writing to support the work of her teacher-aide, who was a mother

of a child in her room, Jan Grayson outlined some advantages of using

mothers as teacher-aides when she stated:



Mrs. Kent did become a strong link:between the school and the
commnnity. There was a message that the school did want Mts. Kent
to take to the community: The message that the school has specfic
aims and standards and this is trying to motivate the children to
learn...Parents, regardless of educational background, can play an
important role in the school. If we had strong home-school rela-
tionships, most discipline problems would disappear, for parents set
the standards of conduct that children carry over into the schools.8

In reporting on the use of parents in the schools of Berkeley, California,

Director.jeiome Gilbert wrote:

One intent of this programmss to sensitize teachers to the
life style, the language, and the concerns of the parents and chil-
dten aesodated with the school. Additionally, it was meant to
modify the parents' perceptions of child rearing, of learning, and
of school...The purposes of the program were: to reduce the aliena-

.*11. tion of parents and teachers to the school; to open channels of
comnanication between parents' and teachers' views of bow to reward
and punish, how to teach, how children develop intellectually and
socially; and to raise parents' educational aspirations for their
children and possibly for themselves. This program is also based
on the premise that the child has two sets of teachers, those in
school and those at home, and that the more alike thelr styles are
the more effective and efficient the school will be. It is believed
that these differences in style are traumatic to the child and have
a negative effect upon the child's emotional, social, and academic
adjustments to school. It is hoped that this program will improve
his ability to work and play with other children in the school setting.
The school is seen as an instrument for social change, and the class-
room is the place where parents, as aides, and teaehers can actively
alter eaeh other's perceptions, attitudes and behavior.9

Special mention should be given in support of employing young adults,

such as male drop-outs.as auxiliaries in the schools. Rural areas as well

as large cities have their drop-out problems. Usually handicapped by

parents who have little formal schooling, the drop-out will probably be

relegated to the most menial jobs availdble. It seems more apparent than

ever that the era of automation will have greater and greater adverse

8 Jan Grayson, "Teacher-Aidelibtimr," Elementary School Journal,
Vol. 62, (Decenber, 1961), pp. 135 and 138.

9 Jerome Gilbert, "Profile of a Program for Teacher Education and
Parent-Teacher Aides in a Culturally Different Community," Dielf Careers
and Redes in the American School, Rev/York.: Bank Street College Education,

MaY,4777.
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consequences on the educationa14 deprived young people. However, through

an
IIearning while learning" approach to an auxiliary program, young adults

who qualify may train for a position with a future and with status. The

young male has an opportunity to assume his rightful place as the cbief
. .

supporter of his own home and perhaps for the first tine in his life,

enjoy economic security. As a role model for children, the young male

has an advantage in terns of easy identification, trust nd comuunication.

Possible Problems and Coping Strategies.
When Employing Auxiliaries

When an auxiliary program is first instituted, there are usually

unforeseen problems to be worked out before the utilization of auxiliaries

becomes a smooth operation. There is an adage that even "the best laid

plans can go awry," but cautionary measures may be implemented which will

minimize the seriousness of the emerging problems. By joining forces as

a cooperative team, auxiliaries and teachers can overcome the prdblems

as they arise and assure the success of the undertaking.

It is realized that when mothers are employed as auxiliaries in

rural schools, the number of women utilized would probably have little

impact on the composite home-school relationships. Therefore, the out-

comes of the program will depend primarily on the success of the auxil-

iaries to disseminate information about the school throughout the

comuunity. To achieve the intended outcomes, administrators should

struct auxiliaries on techniques of good public relations and then keep

them abreast of pertinent information about the schools.

The employment of auxiliaries without comprehensive orientation to

duties and responsibilities of the assigned positions is an invitation

to sericms personal problems involving the working relationship between
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the auxiliaries and the teachers. In the absence of proper orientation,

the auxiliary Me7 attempt to take over the classroom, to assume duties

nqrmally assigned to the pupils or to rebel against simple, tasks. In,a

study conducted by the Research Division of the Netiobal Education

Association, it was reported:
4

In another instance, good orientation for the teacher aide
might have spared a teacher the unpleasant experience of having an
uncooperative aide. A young volunteer who' was assigned to a.first
grade teacher spent most of her time helping;indiVidaal children
with their art work, although this was not one of her aspigned
duties. Ifith her assigned tasks, the story was different. Every
time the teacher would interrupt a consultation over a child'
iipainting to ask the aide to clean brushes or mixliints the rl
would do the job resentfully, muttering, 'Oh Miser, Misery!' When
the teacher final4 remonstrated with her, the girl replied, II
came here to help children not to do things you doet like to do.'10

Sister Phyllis Boudreau maintained:

It is best to lead the aide into her role slowly, allowing her
to get the feel of the classroom before ehe assumes personal respon-
sibility. This helps prevent mistakes that may prove harmful to
student, teacher or aide herself. 11

Sister Boudreau also indicated, "Fbrmal training courses are probably

the best means of training teacher-aides."12 Mbile pre-service training

is recommended for auxiliaries, it is not a substitute for orientation

for specific job assignments. For example, an elementary principal in

Eastern Kentucky reported her teacher-aides had difficulty in adjusting

to school situations even thOugh,thav had taken part in a six.weeks

titaihing session. According to the principal, the teacher-aides openly

refused to complete simple housekeeping chores normally assigned to the

teachers. This situation could have been alleviated if the need for

,M=D

10 "How the Profession Feels About Teadher Aides," National Education
Journal, Vbl. 56, Noventer, 1967, p. 19.

11 Sister Phyllis Boudreau, "Teacher-Aides," National Catholic Educa-
tion Association journal, Vbl. 64, Aagust, 1967, p. 151.

12 Ibid.
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orientation of trained personnel for specific assignment could have been

anticipazed.

Another common concern confronting adninistrators of auxiliary

personnel programs is the professional resistance that often springs up

when teachers are first assigned auxiliaries. The resistance to auxil-

iaries ma:1 be caused. by insecurity of one's own competence$ lack of

understanding of how to use the auxiliaries) fear of the unknown and for

other reasons. Roy Edefelt stated:

Despite intellectual agreement about needed help and the
present opportunity to change existing conditions there is fear
and uncertainty. What new roles should the teadher take? To what
extent can these roles be differentiated? How can teachers be
assigned to the roles for which they are best suited? How will it
be to work with another professional or subprofessional in the
classroom? Will the teacher aides be able to take over the non-
teaching jobs? To what extent will auxiliary personnel infringe
upon the professional domain of teachers? Should auxiliary per-
sonnel assume some professional duties under the supervision of the
teacher? What help can consultants and administrators provide?
Will help and consultation by superordinates be possible without
domination213

According to Edefelt, "These are some of the questions which must be

faced when, we look at the doncept of the teacher and his staff...Ammwers

will depend on the purposes of education asletermined broadly by local

boards of education and more specifically by school faculties."14

Sister Boudreau reported:

If teacher-aid.es are to be used. successfully in ow schools to
help attain goals) then not on.147 the administrators but also the
teachers must be convinced of their value. Administrators can
accomplish this in one of several ways: Through informal discussion
with the faculty on the practical problems facing teachers and means
of solving them. By means of a panel) prepared and presented by
members of the faculty who have shown special interest in a teacher-
aide program. By arranging to have a speaker at a faculty meeting)
someone who has had experience in working with teacher-aides.

13 Roy Rdefelt, "The Teacher and His Staff)" New York State Educe-
tion Journal) Va. 55) October) 1967) pp. 17-18.

14 Ibid.
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Although we want to convince teachers that aides can be of inesti-
mable value to them and the students, we do not want to force any
teacher who shows no interest in the program to accept assistance
of an aide. This is a sure way of killing the entire progrmm, for
the evil effects spread to teadhers, parents, and students.15

The most effective procedure for overcoming professional resistance

to the auxiliary program is to get the teachers involved in the pre-

service and in-service training of the auxiliaries Through.their

involvement, teachers come to understand the need for auxiliaries, they

gail understandings of what is expected of auxiliaries, and they discover

how to build cooperative relationships with auxiliaries. With this

knowledge, the teachers are ready to assumd leadership roles in the

integration of auxiliary services into fhe instructional program of the

schools.

PLANNING

Administrative Considerations

The success of the auxiliary personnel program will correlate closely

with the quality of the guidelines that are established to govern its

operation. In the absence of administrative guidelines, a school district

may well have as many auxiliary programs as it has schools in which auxiliaries

are employed. Too rigid or too detailed guidelines nay make it virtually

impossible for teachers to work freely with the auxiliaries. Carefully

prepared guidelines provide for the flexible utilization of auxiliaries

by teachers and discourage some principals from setting up a list of pre-

scribed duties to cover everything that is to be assigned to the auxil-

iaries. When guidelines point up general operational procedures, such

as responsibilities and job definitions, the professional and non-

professionals will be freed from the fear of the unknown, and they will

15
Boudreau, 92. Cit., p. 149.
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isc have freedom to decide how the auxiliaries can be used most effectively

in the classrooms.

The School Board:

In rural areas, the school board is the focal point of community
4.

leadership involving school matters. The success of any new endeavor in

rural schools demands the unanimous support of the school board members

simie these persons set the climate of acceptance throughout the school

community. Through the establishment of written school board policies to

govern the recruitment, employment, and utilization of auxiliary personnel,

the general public acceptance of the auxiliary program will be enhanced.

Unsmdmity among the board meibers on the values of the auxiliary program

will assure pUblic support.

The Superintendent:

As the chief administrative officer of the school district, the

superintendent is legaly responsible for the selection and employment of

all clerks, secretaries, and other noncertified personnel for the schools,

and for outlining their duties aad responsibilities. Because of the

unique working relationships involved when auxiliaries are employed, the

superintendent should appoint an advisory committee from principals,

teachers and auxiliaries to guide him in his decision making. An the

superintendent of schools, it is his responsibility to discover what

people think, what they value, and what they want and then help to take

acion for the improvement of education. Therefore, in the fUlfillment

of his role as educational leader of his community, the superintendent

must motivate the people to discover the merits of the auxiliary personnel

program without offending various public groups.
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The Principal:

By the very nature of his position, the principal becomes the key

person in the auxiliary perscmnel program. The principal is the main

link in the communication channel between the superintendent and the

teachers. Through personal example and administrative procedures, the

principal establishes the climate that determines the morale of the

staff in his school. The principal may recognize or ignore other em-

ployees in his school as a part of the educational team. The Principal

may accept or reject the premise that his authority stems from his

position and not from his talents. The success of the auxiliary per-

sonnel program depends on the principal's demonstrated support of the

program and his willingness to permit professionals and nonprofessionals

to develop their own unique working relationships.

The Advisory Committee:

An advisory committee with community-wide scope appears unnecessary

for auxiliary personnel programs in rural areas. A committee chosen

from school personnel to serve in an advisory capacity to the school

board and the superintendent will fulfill the intended pirposes. The

advisory committee should consist of principals, teachers, and non-

certified personnel including custodians, hot-lunch workers, and auxil-

iary personnel being employed through the new careers movement. Consistent

with policies governing the actions of all committees subordinate to the

school board and the superintendent, the members of the advisory committee

on auxiliary personnel should respect the right of the school board to

make all final decisions; but in its advisory capacity, the committee

should be encouraged to submit recommendations. As a permanent standing

committees the group should continue to exert its leaderdhip influence
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toward the improvement of the auxiliary personnel program by being the

liaison between the staff aud the superintendent of schools.

The Employment Supervisor:

Since most rural school systems do not employ a sufficient number

of auxiliaries to warrant the services of a full-time supervisor, one

professional in the system should be designated as the employment super-

visor on a part-time basis. The employment supervisor of auxiliary

personnel could be a part-time teacher, a principal, or a, assistalt

superintendeat. While it might be expected that each school principal

would assume the responsibility for his school, it is felt that he is

already too busy and there would be a duplication of efforts with little

or no coordination in practices. Teachers and auxiliaries seemingly

oppose a head-teacher plan of coordinating the services of the auxil-

iaries in the schools. By selecting one professional as the employment

supervisor, he could. become knowledgeable in the recruitment, employmeLt,

training and. utilization of auxiliaries. The employment supervisor

would require released time to make frequent visits to the work stations

of all auxiliaries and to plan their in-service programs. The super-

visor would work with the professional staff to assure the proper

utilization of auxiliaries. However, the employment supervisor should

not infringe upon-the autonomous position of the building principal by

circumventing the principal's authority to delegate responsibilities to

professionals and subprofessionals assigned to his school. The employ.

ment supervisor should become the chief interviewer of candidates for

employment as auxiliaries, and he should make recommen(lations to the

superintendent. In his leadership role, the supervisor should assune the

chairmanship to the advisory committee on auxiliary personnel.
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hEdia the Prograu

The principal source of funds for the employment of auxiliary per-

sonnel in rural schools has been the Title I provision of the Elementary

and Secondary School Act. Some monies have been obtained through grants

from the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Labor.

Beginning October 1, 1968, additional federal funds may become available

from the Uhited States Office of Education through the Education Pro-

fessions Development Act (P. L. 90-35, Amendment to Title V, Higher

Education Act of 1965). Rural school administrators throughout the

United States are now working in cooperation with other educators to

develop state plans for funding through E. P.

It is doubtful, however, the auxiliary school personnel movement

will continue to flourish if only "soft funds" from federal sources are

budgeted to finance the programs. Success of the career developme4 for

auxiliaries depends on the willingness of local school governments to

commit "bard fund" from state and local tax sources. The amount of dol-

lars required to pay the same number of employees becomes increasingly

greater as the auxiliaries gain in experience and education. Upward

mobility through career development guarantees security and stability to

the auxiliaries. In addition, the auxiliaries should have an opportunity

to participate in a continuous worb.istudy program where they receive

compensation while studying. Supplemental funds should ie appropriated

from the state and local tax bases to provide incentive pay raises for

auxiliaries and to employ them on_a twelve-month plan. AS annual

employees, school administrators could reasonably expect the auxiliaries

to continue their formal education during the summer break or to perform

assigned tasks i4 the schools or community.
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Recruitment and Selection of Auxiliaries

Ultimately, the quality of the services performed by auxiliaries

will be determined by the effectiveness of the efforts to recruit and

select qualified persons for specific job assignments. As previously

reported in the manual, it has been suggested that administrators of

rural schools give serious consideration to the recruitment of disad-

vantaged persons for auxiliary positions. Through their employment, the

administrators may tap the wealth of previously dormant talent from the

disadvantaged, such as drop-outs, low-income persons, welfare recipients,

bi-lingual persons, and persons from various sub-cultures.

In order to attract candidates from all social groups, it appears

to be good practice to advertise the position openings broadly. All news

media in the community should be used to disseminate job information.

Also, community organizations that have direct contacts with disadvan-

taged groups should be notified of the impending openings along with the

qualifications and procedures for employment.

Although career development is encouraged in all auxiliary personnel

programs, demonstrated capacity to move up the career ladder should not

be an\automatic condition of employment. Such a stipulationl would "lock

out" many potentially good candidates from some aide assignments that

could be handled 1y persons of lesser ability. Criteria for the selec-

tion of auxiliaries should include minimum qualifications for all job

openings and detailed qualifications for specific assignments. If job

recruitment serves the recommended purposes, disadvantaged persons who

normally feel that they have been "screened out" before making application

will be motivated to apply for employment in the new careers.

Established to serve employers as well as employees, the state

employment office is 'within easy reach of every resident in, rural
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communities. The personnel of the employment service will provide

aptitude testing and conduct initial screening interviews. The employ-

ment office does not make final recommendations for employment, however,

since all qualified candidates are directed to the potential employer for

final screening. This procedure is ideally guitable for the recruitment

and selection of auxiliary personnel. School administrators may establish

their own guidelines to be observed in the initial screening at the state

employment office. Also, in all prdbability the state employMent office

is a fnmiliar place to personB applying for auxiliary personnel pOsitions,

and in many cases, employment records are already on file at the office.

In the advertisements used to announce the auxiliary school personnel

openings, the interested persons Wmauld be asked to report to their nearest

state employment office. One of the services provided by the employment

office is the dissemination of information.about job openings throughout

a locale, a region, or the nation in accordanct with the nature of the

employment opportunity. At the employment office, the formal request to

be considered for a position as an auxiliary school person originates

with a writtokapplication. Every application would be processed through

the employment office with the applications of all acceptable candidates

being forwarded to the school administrators for final action. An

illustrative application form is provided in the Appendices.

According to Catherine Brunner, howtver:

(Since the aide is to be a member of a team guiding the learning
experiences of children, it is well to apay the same hiring pro-
cedures to her employment that apply to regular staff). A written
application is limited and usually does not reflect gufficientlythe
gdbtleties of personality which indicate potentials for warmth,
understanding, use of judgment and similar qualities which can
either enhance or impede child growth....A personal interview Provides
an opportunity to assess more fully the abilities of the potential
aide. Discussions of hypothetical situationB involving the age group
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in which the aide will serve can provide clues to readiness for
participation in an educational program for young people.16

In the selection of volunteers as teacher-aides in her school, Sister

Boudreau indicated that "The success of the program depe9ds, to a great

extent, upon the cautious screening of volunteers and the selection of

persons for duties that are commensurate."17 Therefore, it seems prudent

to suggest that school administrators also set up a formal interview for

employment candidates among other procedures for processing the applications.

An essential part of the screening process is the testing program

which should include intelligentce testing, achievement testing in basic

academic areas, reading level, and personality development. Advanced

levels of tests normally used in high school would be satisfactory to

test most candidates for employment. Some examples of appropriate tests

are as follows:

Intelligence Testing:

California Test of Mental Maturity (1963 Revision4), Level 5--

Grades 12-16 and adults, California Test Bureau.

Benmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability (Revised Edition), Grades

13-17, Houghton4lifflin!Company.

Lowry-Lucier Reasoning Test Combination, Adults, Rowland and Company.

Otis Group Intelligence Tests; Adults; Brcourt, Brace and World Inc.

Achievement Batteries:

The Iowa Tests of Educational Development, Science Research Associates.

The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, Cooperative Tests

Division.

16 Catherine Brunner, "A Lap to Sit OnAnd Much More," Childhood
Education, Vol. 43, SepteMber, 1966, p. 20.

17 Boudreau, a. Cit., p. 151.



Reading:

Davis Reading Tests, Psychological Corporation.

Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Harcourt, Brace and World Inc.

Nelson-Denny Reading Tests, Houghton-Mifflin Company.

Survey of Reading Achievement, California Test Bureau..
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Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire, Institute for Personality

and Ability Testing.

In developing criteria for the selection of auxiliary school

personnel, The National Commission on-Teacher Education and Professional

Standards stated that "A preliminary step in the acreeming process might

be to establish ground rules for selecting people who seem capable of

being effective with children."18 Simandle and Watts reported that "Some

of the criteria for selection of teacher aides which have been used by

other systems are: Reputable charactei; training and experience (formal

and informal), ability to work cooperatively with adults, personal

appearance, and health (mental and physical)."19 Branick indicated the

use of a five-point scale ini Altoona, Pennsylvania: comely, poise,

personality, use of English, training and skills.20

In developing criteria for the selection of teacher-aides in their

model program, the Elliott County Schools In Keltucky have placed age

limits from eighteeno to fifty-five years. If the applicant does not

have a high school diploma, he must possess a high-school equivalency

certificate or show promise of obtaining one. Additional4, the applicant

18 Report frcaNetional Commission on Teacher Education and Profes-
sional Standards, "Auxiliary School Personnel," The National Elementarv
School principal, VOl. 46, May, 1967, p. 9.

Sidney Simandie and David Watts, "Letts Start With Auxiliary
Personnel," Kentucky School Journal, Vol. 45, October, 1966, pp. 19 and 30.

20 john J. BraniN7Row to Train and Ube Teacher-Aides)" =Delta
Kappan, VOl. 48, October, 1966, p. 60.



must be free for summer training, must provide character references, and

must exhibit personality traits that will indicate he likes children. 21

In pointing up the importance of selecting adults for teacher-aides

that like children, Brunner maintained:

It is important that a teacher-aide veally likes children--
clean, dirty, noisy, sullen, angry, afraid, exuberant, loquacious,
friendly, or agressive. She must be trilling to learntow children
grow and develop, interested in helping to provide for their needs
and willing to learn ways to help children cope 'with developmental
tasks. It is important that she be able to listen to children and
vrilling to support and reassure them by means t)f facial. expression;
by her presence; by well-chosen, well-timed words; by an available
lap when it is needed. A teacher-aide does not assume the role of
a tegicher in a professional sense, but by being present and relating
to children she is bound to transmit ideas, feelings, habits and
skills that become part of the behavioral repertoires of children...
Since children imitate the models adults establish for them, it
becomes the responsibility to select adults to work with them who
establish models worthy of emulation.22

In summarizing the training program of teacher-aides at Morehead

State University, Dady and Stanley reported that "an emerging criterion

for the selection of teacher-aide trainees in Eastern Kentucky is the

insistence on bonafide character references who should be contacted

through personal. interview, through the mail, or by telephone."23

In summary, there axe many factors to consider in the recruitment

and selection of auxiliary personnel. While some criteria may be common

to all awdliary school personnel, it is evident that every school

district should develop the qualifications which suit the purposes of

t
their employment. As examples, no specific mention was mule of clerical

skills which are essential in schools where auxiliaries may devote most

of their time in related duties, such as typing, record keeping, collect-

ing lunch money, and duplicating materials; or in other school systeni,

the auxiliaries may be assigned full-time to special reading teachers.

21 Elliott Comity, Kentucky, "Unpublished Manual on a Model Teacher-
Aide Program," Elliott County Schools, Sandy Hook, Kentucky.

22 Brunner, Cit., p. 20.

23 Milan B. Dady and John D. Stanley, "Training Teacher-Aides for
Schools in Eastern Kentucky," Mimeograph materials, p, 1.
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Role Development

The reluctancy of educators to support the utilization of teacher-

aides in the 1950's stems from the apparent attempt by the schools

administrators in Bay City, Michigan, to use them as a means of increasing

2lass enrollments. It is to be remembered also that the teacher-aide

experiment in the Bay City Schools was in process about the came time as

educational television was being experimented with in almost every region

of the United States. Educators Merely connected the two innovative

practices as attempts to replete the teacher in the classroom. Mile a

few nationally-known educators realized immediately the potential of

teacher-aides in classrooms where class size remained at an optimum

number, most educators refused to accept the practice.as an opportunity

to upgrade -the role of the teacher. An the teaching profession.. this

section of the manual a brief review of role developments for teachers

and auxiliaries will be presented; the review goes back to 1955.

Teachers:

In an article written by Charles B. Park in. JUly, 1955, Willard C.

Colsoill Dean, School of Education, University of Michigan, Ann. Arbor, was

quoted as saying, "It would be sheer speculation to answer the question

of whether the use of teadher aides will be of long-time significance in

meeting teacher Shortage."24 In speaking about the Bay City School

Project as was DemOlson, Park stated, "The purpose of the study is to

discover how the competencies of the professionally trained teachers can

best be utilized in our public schools."25 Also speaking on the Project,

24 Charles B. Park, "Administrators Teachers, Parents and Pupils
Like the Teacher-Aide Plan," The Nation's Schools, VOl. 56, Jtly, 1955,
p. 46.

25 Ibid., p. 47.
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Park quoted Eugene B. Elliott, President, Michigan State Normal College,

Ylmilanti, as indicating:

The tremendous need for teachers of quality throughout the
entire educational system from kindergarten through college is
staggering. There is every indication that the situation will
become worse...However, there appears to be a partial remedy by
utilizing the services of highly skilled and professional teachers
to the greatest advantage by the employment of less skilled
teacher aides as helpers provided the quality of education may
be maintained for the children.26

The same theme of using teacher aides in order to increase classrodm

enrollments was also evident in a statement by William H. Conley,

Educational Assistant to the President, Marquette University, Milwaukee,

as quoted by Park, "The study of better utilization of teacher competen-

cies under way at Central Michigan College (The College carrying on the

researdh at Bay City) deserves the attention of all educators. The fact

that we shall have a shortage of qualified teachers for the foreseeable

future means that we must use the available supply more efficiently, or

use unqualified teachers to man classrooms."27

In reply'to bis own question, "Is this a scheme to save money?"

Park maintained:

Mbney saving is not a factor in the minds of those who are
planning and directing the study. Assuming that the top wage
for unakilled persons will approximate half the salary paid a
teacher, the salary costs for a classroom having a teacher, an
aide and 45 pupils would be about the same as the salary cost
for one room with one teacher and 30 pupils.28

In an editorial appearing in the May, 1956, issue of the Journal of

Ohio Schools, it was reported, "During the second year, eight aides were

used again. 'This time, however, they were assigned to large classes of

26 Ibid.; P. 48.

27 Ibid., p. 51.

28 Ibid., p. 54.
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45 to 59 pupils. The large classes were caused by severe building

shortages. The Pay City system teacher-pupil ratio is 1 -32."29 The

editorial also pointed-up the reaction of educators to the Bay City

experiment, "National publicity about Bay City has focused upon the use

of aides Ito beat the teacher shortage' by placing an aide with a teacher

in classes of 50 to 60 youngsters."30

It is quite obvious why the Bay City teacher-aide program was doomed

to receive adverse criticism thereby creating resistance to all evidence
?

that was emerging from the project regardless of the highly regarded

reputatfon of the people writing supportive articles.

Aiddi.ding to A. J. Phillips:

. The sponsors have been carefUl to avoid having teacher-aides
doethose jobs which should have been done by the teacher. In the

. may 11, 1956, issue of the S. News astWorld Report, it was
reported that with a teachefaide the typical teacher could spend:

89% less tine correcting papers,
83% less time monitoring written lessons,
76% less time taking the roll,
61% less time moving groups of pupils around,
36% less time disciplining pupils, and
25% less time preparing keports.

Discipline is the number one problem of many teachers. The presence
of two adults in the classroom even though one, who is a teacher .
aide, maybe in the classroom only part of the day, seems to have
reduced the time spent on cases of discipline as reducing the number
of such cases. The same magazine also reported that with a teacher-
aide the typical teadher would have:

105% more time to prepare lessons,
57°4 more time to hear recitations,
40%, more time to supervise pupil activities,
27% more time to assist pupils with their lessons, and
20% more time for lesson assignments.31

In February, 1957, Sister Mary Alice and Adma d'Heurle supported the

use of teacher-aides:

21 Editorial, "Are Teacher Aides One Answer?," Ohio Schools, Vol. 34,
.May, 1956,. p. 38.

30 Ibid., p. 29.

31 A. J. Phillips; "Teacher Aides, Until We have All of the Facts,
Let's Keep an Open Mind on the Subject," Michigan Education JourIal, Vol. 34,
September, 1956, p. 22.
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Our second venture inschool organization, which is also in the
experimental stage, is a teacher-aide program. Although this pro-
gram came into being as one means of coping with the present teacher
shortage, it has been found advantageous in other, perhaps even more
important, respects. It is gengmally recognized that a good part of
the teadher's time is spent in such activities as clerical work,
supervision of lunchroom and playground, routine housekeeping tasks,
and other chores of this kind which do not require professional
training. The teacher's efficiency and influence could. be increased
considerably by providing him with aides in the same way that
hospitals have been providing their trained personnel with help by
means of nurses' aides. 32

H. Gordon Hullfish also emphasized the analogy between nurses' aides

and teachers' aides:

It ought not to be necessary to argue that the notion of intro-
ducing aides into the classrooms of the country is worthy of serious
consideration. All who have had experience within a modern hospital
know how necessary the aide is to its efficient operation. The aides
in the hospital make it possible for nurses tó engage in the business
of pursing. It is conceivable that aides in the classroom would. make
it possible for teachers to engage in the business of teaching.33

In April, 1957, T. M. Stinnett reported:

Properly conceived and used, the teacher-aide plan has merit.
It is not in my judgment, an answer to the shortage of teachers and
classrooms...But as a long range or permanent proposal, its value,
it seems to me, lies in the possibility of freeing the teacher of a
normal size classroom routine work so that he can do individual
work with pupils....The basic frustration teachers have is the sense
of being overloaded.--with classroom duties and nonschool and fringe
dutiesto the breaking point. This is, I believe, more soul weary-
ing to teachers than anything else, this sense of inability to
perform the professional task for which they have been prepared....
Any aide plaa-that offers any promise of relieving this situation
will be embraced. by teachers.34

By denying the fear element that the general public would come to

believe that the teacher-aides could make it possible for teachers to

32 Uster Mary Alice and. Adma d'Heurle, "New Ventures in School
Organization--The Ungraded School and Use of Teacher. Aides," Elementary
School Journal, vol. 57, February, 1957, p. 270.

33 H. GordokilUllfish, "Uniting Forces to Improve Education,"
Educational Leadership, Vol. 14, March, 1957, p. 381.

34 T. M. Stinnett, "A Master Teacher in Every Classroom," Educational
Leadership, Vb1. 14, April, 1957, p. 437. 4IP
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double the size of their classes and still teach more effectively,

distinguished educators established a firntmse for an emerging role for

the teacher in the classroom. It is true that the role concept would

not be commo4ly acceptable until after the passage of the Elementary and

Secondary School Act in 1965, but the foundation and justification for

the use of teacher-aides had been developed.

The first steps in role development distributed the professional

duties to the teadhers and other duties to the nonprofessional person.

But, in February, 1959, G. T. KOwitz hypothesized the team approach in

the learning-teaching processes. According to KOwitz:

The teacher aide projects are a gross violation of the tradi-
tional role of the teacher. NO longer is he the sole and final
authority by the simple fact that he,is the biggest and snartest
person in the room...Whether it was a part of the plan or not, the
child is given a choice of defensive and suggests that he must
explain, if not justify, all of his actions to the assistant
These problems, of course, need not arise. Where the practitioner
is accustomed to managing adult helpers, and where the helper is
well trained to assist, few of these prOblems wouId occur. But,

modern concepts of managerial teau work, even the basic ideas of
managing human resources are beyond the scope of the teacher's
professional training prowcan. If a professional teamis to be
developed, the teacher may have to learn the skills of directing
and managing a team. This will be a radical change in his role
since, anong other things, it will limit his contacts with the
pupils and introduce at least one other major force into the
matrix of human relations within the classroom.35

Earl H. Hanson responded to G. T. Kowitz by rrojecting a reason for

the teadher's difficulty in accepting a teacher-aide:

He (Kowitz) clearly points out that the relationship between
the teacher and the teacher-aide is extremely difficult. I think
the cause lies in the desire of every human being to gain status
and save face. Sone teachers will aee the aide as a threat to
status and so may use artificial means to mark the difference between
a truly professional person, herself, and a nonprofessional person,
the aide. Her nanners and her whole attitude may become stilted,

35 G. T. Kowitz, "Etoblems in Teadher Utilization, "American School
Board Journal, Vol. 138, Feterlry, 1959, p. 25.
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unnatural, she might put on an act and get "teacher-ish", preachy,
bossy, and so spoil everybody's appetite.36

More recently, George Denemark elaborated on the emerging role of

the classroom teacher:

The job of today's teacher has become virtually unmanageable.
Unless something is done to remedy the situation, creative, competent
teachers will find themselves nopeless4 bogged down in_technical
and clerical duties which could be performed by others ....Ameri cats
children will be cheated out of the quality education they deserve.
Curricula will be standardized rather than individualized because
schools keep their teachers busy collecting money, recording attend-
ance, and supervising lunchrooms instead of counseling with students,
planning learning experiences with colleagues, and analyzing recent
teadhing efforts. Teaching--real teaching, as opposed to merely
keeping school--is a complex, demanding process calling for scholar-
ship, sensitivity, analytical ability and considerable coordinating
skill thoughtfUl analysis of the teaching responsibilities...
will disclose many different levels of skill. Sone require advanced
prpfessional knowledge of a high order; other, professiopal skill at
a rather modkest level. Still others seeni primarily techtlical in

nature, While sone appear to be of quite routine clerical chfiacter.
All make a contribution to the education of childrenl. All need to'
be planned and coordinated by an experienced, professipnally
dompetent teacher. But must all be carried out by the saMe1ndividual?37

Speaking in support of the energing role development4for teachers,

United States Senator Gaylord Nelson of WiscOnsin delivered an address

to his colleagues on Monday, January 30, 1967. Excerpts of his address

are reported herein:

It is clear that a major effort must be made to retain teachers
now employed and to attract imaginative and dedicated new young
people to the teaching profession....Teachers are alonie among the
professional people in the volume of nonprofessional work they are
required to do...The teacher's job has become loaded down with
nonteaching duties The added responsibility of performing tedious
nonteaching tasks has a greater effect than merely being tine con-
suming.... The teacher's image as a professional is tarnished and
his morale is adversely affected. The years of study and intensive
training teachers undergo result not only in inadequate salaries but
in relegation to menia; tasks that his fellow professionals, lawyers,
technicians, and scientists do not have to do....How can a teacher,

--Trgt---r1T.Hsarosand Cons, Teacher Utilization," American
School Board journal, Vol. 138, April, 109, p. 12.

37 George W. Denematk, "The Teacher and His Staff," National
Education Journal, Vol. 55, December, 1966, pp. 17-18.
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so immersed in, trivia, give proper attention and counsel to his
students?...The educational crisis facing our Nation mast be met
with kew and imaginative ideas. The problems created by modern
society aqi technology are new and so must the solutions be new.
Old patterns of thought and policy must be replaced when circum-
stances prove themoutmoded.38

In November, 1966, the Classroom Teacbers National Study Conference

was devoted to the topic of "The Classroom Teacher and His Supportive

Staff." One of their speakers was Grant Venn who reported:

Teachers must have a team of people working with them to
relieve them of some of their nonteacbing duties if they are going
to have time to perform successfully their prinary taskteaching.
Only when the classroom teacher becomes the nucleus of a group of
professionals and paraprofessionals who work imith himiiie educating
children, only when he is looked upon as the key professional person
in the education of children, utilizing and coordinating the talents
and contributions of supportive staff, will the schools be able to
provide all children with the education they must have to be contri-
buting members of society.39'

The Classroom Teachers National Study Conference developed the

following list of nonprofessional members of the teacher's supportive

staff:

Teacher-Aide

General teacher aide

Curriculum laboratory assistant
(cut stencils, pake transpar-
eucies, filmstrips, and slides)

Audiovisual technician

Aides fOr special classes

Physical education aide

Science ldboratory assistant

Bilifigual aide

Audio assistant

Theme reader

TV staff and technician

Home visitor

Library aide

38 Gaylord Nelson, "Development of Teacher Aide Programs," Congres-
sional,Record, Vol. 113, NO. 12, MOnday, January 30, 1967.

39 Report of the Classroom Teachers Natioikal Study Conference on the
Classroom Teacher and His Supportive Staff,"The Classroom Teacher Speaks
of His Supportive Staff:Washington4 D. C.: The Association, 1966, p. 1.



Clerical-Aide

Secretary/Clerk

Monitor

Hall supervisor

Playground attendant

Recess supervisor.

Study hall monitor

Test monitor

32

Lundh room monitor

Safety aide

Athletic gene supervisor

Field trip supervisor

School bus attendant

Classroom monitor 40

Despite the early criticism of the teacher-aide programs in the

Bay City, Michigan. regionithe utilization of auxiliaries did gain in

support during the late 1950's and the early 19601s. Due to the

multiplicity of problems confronti4g them, more and more administrators

of larger school systems in the Nation gradually adopted auxiliary

school personnel programs. In rural areas, however, auxiliaries were

seldom used in the schools until after the passage of the Elementary and

Secondary School Act. The professionpl role of teadhers is nomr being

developed for the 19701s. The teachers shall be free to carry on the

instructional aspects of their teaching assignment, and they shall be

the managers of the teams that will be respoisible for the learning-

teaching processes.

Auxiliary School Personnel:

The surging movement toward new careers in the elementary and

seconsdaxy schools reveals that teacher-aides have been most prominent.

4o Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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In fact, pUblicity of the early auxiliary programs referred only to

teacher-aides. But the increasing responsibilities of the teadher-aides

and the development of a career ladder for auxiliaries have expanded the

utilization concept. Through training opportunities for specialization,

the employed persons are now assuming more technical roles in the schools.

Bence, the teacher-aide concept has given way to the career development

of auxiliary school personnel. Although they continue to be the best

knownof the auxiliaries, teacher-aides comprise the lowest level of the

career ladder for auxiliary school personnel.

The early concern of the Bay City, Michigan, teacher-aide program

was the threat to the professional status of the teadhers. Charles Park,

the Director of the Program, claimed that teadhers were enthusiastic over

the use of teacher-aides. In reference to the role of the teacher-aide,

Park stated:

It may be difficult to draw a sharp line between an activity
that is professional and one that is not professional in the process
of conducting a classroom. But it is the intent of the study that
there ehall be no infringement upon the professional responsibilWes
of the certified teacher. In fact, when a teacher is absent,
regular teacher substitutes are engaged and the aide is not allowed
to take charge of the class The director of the study maitItains
that in no instance were aides given responsibility even for handling
minor phases of instruction without direct supervision from the
teadher.41

Throughout Pares article were pictures of teadher -aides in action. A

representative listing of assigned duties are listed below.

1. The aide helps with children
2. Helps plan the day
3. Copies on blackboard
4. Shows flash cards
5. Corrects workbooks

s way.; 6. Phones reports

7. Types records
8. Gives health Check

9. Conducts noon recreation
10. Gives first aid

41 Charles B. Park, Op. Cit., p. 55
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11. Gdves individual help c16. Arranges displays
12. Helps absentees make up work 17. Runs off stencils
13. Assists with arts and crafts 18. Supervises traffic
14. Supervises use of ceramics equipment 19. Supervises school
15. Runs movie projector lundh period

20. Supervises recess
periods outdoors

42

In JUly, 1955, Charles Park was conclusive in what duties the

teacher-aides assumed, yet in Jay, 1956, he reported:

Because there was no previous definition of what the trained
but nonprofessional aide's job would be, the Study has placed much
of the responsibility for determining the activities for which the
aide is competent in the hands of the teacher. Since the inception
of the experimentation, the teacher has largely determined the duties
and jobs of the aide assigned. This involves the ability of the
teacher to work with aides and to organize her program so that the
aide can be of help. It also involves the training, competencies
and reliable judgment of a teacher, so that she will not assign
an aide to areas in which the aide is not comfortable.43

While the jay, 1955, report indicated rather rigid control by the

director over the duties assigned to teacher-aides, the admission of

actual practices (made in July, 1956) indicated that the teacher-aides

may have been assuming duties that could be construed as instructional

since it was the teacher that had the major responsibility in ja

assignments. Referring to the experimental teacher-aide program in

Bay City, Michigan, A. J. Thillips was quite evasive in teacher-aide

assignments when he said, "Pram the beginning the teacher-aide program

was never designed to (1) have the aide do the jobs which should be done

by a qualified teacher....(2) The sponsors have been carefUl to avoid

having teadher.aides do those jObs which Should be done by the teacher."44

*
42 Ibid., pp. 45-55.

43 Nies B. Park, "Critics JUmp the Gun on Teadher-Aide Research,"
212Nation's Schools, Vol. 58, (Jay, 1956), p. 60.

44 A. J. Phillips, "Teacher Aides: Until.We Have All of the Facts,
let's Keep an Open Mind on the SUbjectt:t Michigan Mucation journal, Vol.
34, (SepteMber, 1956), p. 22.
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Yet, Roy Larsen quoted one of the teadhers in the Bay City Schools as

saying, "Another great advantage is that she (her teacher-aide) is

available at all times to the slow workers that need extra help."45 One

might ask whether this is an instructional assignment.

To determine the attitudes of elementary school teadhers toward

the use of teadher-aides, Charles Hardaway polled 109 individuals daring

the summer session of 10. The group consisted of 21 men and 88 women

elementary teadhers who were enrolled at Indiana State Teachers College.

Only 8 teadhers indicated they had elier taught in a school gystem where

teacher-cades were employed, but 80 teadhers were in favor of their use.

Duties most frequently mentioned by the teachers as most suitdble for

teadher-aides were: supervising playground, cafeteria, and recreation,

performing clerical duties, maintaining records and reports, assisting

in special subject area, checking papers, handling funds, and assisting

with materials. Hardawgy's findings are reported below:

Outside Classroom Activities Frequency of Mention
(109 Teachers)

Playground supervision 58
Supervision of cafeteria, lunch period,

mia program 42
Mimeographing and duplicating work 27

Supervision of recreational periods 22

Clerical duties 16
Assisting small children with clothing, etc. 15

Helping with social activities (parties, plays, etc.) 12

Assisting with excursions, field trips, etc. 12

Hall Ditties (supervision) 11

Rest room supervision 10

Helping with P.T.A. programs and activities
including parent conferences and visitations 6

School patrol and bus loading 5
Extram.curricular activities 3
Helping with children who become ill 2

No answer 12

None 1

45 Roy E. Larsen, "Crises Brings Opportunities," Instructor, Va. 66,
(October, 1956), p. 14.



InOide Classroom Activities Frequency of Mention

Maintaining records and reports 43

Assisting in some subject matter work 37
Checking papers, grading tests 35
Collecting fdnds'and handling money 29

Assisting with materials 29

Supervised studt. remedial work, committee

46

and small grolv activities, pcojects,
guidance 22

Providing individual help, guiding seat work 21

Assisting with visual aids 19

Janitorial duties 18

Workbook supervision, marking, etc. 15

Assisting with library duties 10

Assisting with bulletin boards, displays,
blackboards, materials, etc. 10

Routine duties 5

None 6
No answer 12

While teadhers were apparently willing to accept the services of

teadher-aides to cargy out clerical and monitorial duties, services

3eading to intangible results were not yet permissible. In April, 1957,

however, Alvin EUrich theorized, "If the aim is to give the child a

sense of security in school and oonfidence in himself and his abilities,

a mother (not necessarily the child's nother) assisting a teacher might

be far:better qualified to perform this tadk than the teadher herself."47

Certainly this reason for using auxiliaries in the schools has taought

dbout one of the most important services of present auxiliary school

pcograms.

Speaking on the emerging role of the teadher-aide in the secondary

schools, Scott D. Thomson claimed:

46 Charles Hardaway, "Some Attitudes of Elementary Teachers Toward
the Ute of Teacher Aides," Teachers College Journal, Va. 28, (NoveMber,
1956), p. 21.

47 Alvin C. EUrish, "Our Goal: Better Education for More Pupils,"
Educational Leadersktp, Vol. 14, (April, 1957), ph 443.



The aide function fits most beneficially into a teem teaching
situation, but aides can also be of immeasurable help when atsigned
to: (1) teadhers operating singly within a department, or (2) a
physical facility, such as a language laboratory, a graphic arts--
curriculum materials room The essential question is this: Where
can assistance be applied most beneficially to raise the qualtti
of educational offerings? The aide is neither a clerk nor .

certified teacher, though she will do considerable typing and some
teaching. She is supervised but also performs as a supervisor
dealing directly with children.48

By 1962, there were sufficient aides being euployed in New York

State to warrant a study of their use. The House of Delegates called

for a canvass of their use in nearly 800 major school districts other

than NawYotk City. According to Eugene Samter, "Of 673 district replies

received, about 341 (51%) used a total of 2,389 aides in 1962..1963

The greates use of teacher aides is in noon-hour supervision in the

cafeteria, with the next most common noonAiour supervisory duty being

playground activities. At times other than during the noon hour, pupil

supervision most often occurs in the classroom. Clearly the most cammon

non-supervisory function is that of general clerical assistance (typing,

record keeping, etc.)."49

In reference to the utilization of paraprofessional personnel in

the schools, R. A. Anderson reported in October of 1964 that:

Nbst of the literature dealing with nonprofessionals was
descriptive or testimonial and almost none of it was negative.
The cumulative literature of a decade...not only offered much
information concerning the types of duties being assigned to
nonprofessionals but also revealed a general trend toward includ-
ing a number of functions once regarded as the province of fully
certified teachers .Although it seems clear that nonprofessionals
can and should be used more widely in the schools than they have
been, it remains to be learned whether a proportionate reduction

48 Scott D. Thomson, "The Emerging Role of the Teadher Aide,"
Clearinglicmse, Vol. 37, (February, 1963), p. 326.

49 Eugene C. Samter, "The Teacher.Aide--An Aid in Teaching?"
New York State Education Journal, Vol.-51, (OctOber, 1963), p. 21.
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in:the professionally certified staff is warranted or desirable.
The waste of talent of certified techers on routine and minor tasks
becomes more evident as teadherst responsibilities are examined.
However, where the line should be drawn between professional and
nonprofessional tasks is by no means clear at this point.50

Writing in support of the employment of educationally deprived

adults or school dropouts as auxiliary sdhool personnel, J. William

Rioux outlined 14 ways in which nonprofessionals could be utilized in

the school districts:

1. Homework helpers,
2. Study center monitors,
3. Team-teadhing assistants,
4. Audiovisual equipment managers,
5. Community resource utilization assistants,
6. Sdhool-community block workers,
7. Case finders,
8. Group-work aides,
9. Health service aides,

10. Automated instruction aides,
11. Playground assistants,
12. Educational survey aides,
13. Presdhool assistants,
14. Counselor assistants.51

Sidney Simandle and David Watts classified the responsibilities of

school auxiliaries into four categories. According to Simandle and Watts:

There are a variety of activities which can be performed by
aides. rhese activities should be classified and assigned to aides
on the basis of their various abilities. High Level Responsibilities.

Tasks under this classification would be arsTiad s. personnel who
have ample college training to perform effectively. Some possible
taeks that might come under this classification are: Readers for
English tholes and other similar writings; grwling English papers,
essay tests, etc; and writing up or preparing demonstrations and
experiments in science...Intermediate Level Responsibilities. Taeks

under this classificationbsuld be performed by aides who

are high school graduates, or better. Here are some possible tatks

50 R. A. Anderson, "Organization Character of Education: Staff and

Utilization and Deployment; Subprofessional and Paraprofessional Personnel,"
Review of Educational Research, Vol. 34, (Octdber, 1964), pp. 458-9.

51 J. William Rious, "Here Are 14 Ways to Use Nonteadhers in Your
School District," rhe Nation's Schools, VOL 76, (December, 1965), p. 42.
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that might be included in this classification: Limited instructional
activities under the immediate supervision of the classroom teacher..
put written and nutber work on the board; call off spelling words;
review with word, phrase, nutber cards, etc.; and housekeeping chores
...Lowtr Level Responsibilities. Tasks included in this level would
not be as closely related to instruction as at the other levels, but
would te directed toward relieving the classroam teacher fram same
of the routine duties that usua14 divert a great deal of his
attention fram instruction. These are same possible tasks that
might came under this classification: Make bulletin board displays,
mimeograph written work, and assist in making instructional materials
and &ids. lionsibilities at the Clerical Level. Tasks in this
classificati& would 1.7iGne arrImIde who is iliffied as clerk-typist.

52

The pinnacle of role development for auxiliary school personnel has

been reached with the recent estdblishment of the career development

concept in which a five.step career ladder is visualiLdd. The proposed

career ladder includes the aide category at the entry level and the fully

certified teacher at the highest level. As originally conceived, an

auxiliary may enter at any level for which he qualifies and may choose

whether to move upward on the career ladder. It is strongly reoammended

that an auxiliary be treated with respect at all levels of employment.

The career ladder has been developed by the Bank Street College of

Education in New York City and is reported on the following page.

In the evolution of a team approach to the teaching-learning it .ocesses

in Which they assume a supportive role to teachers, teacher.aides and

other auxiliary personnel in education will eventually gravitate toward

those duties and responsibilities for which they are best suited and they

will become acutely aware of their limitations. The career la4der makes

it possible for auxiliaries to be equal partners on the team even though

there will be a wide variation in assignments made to its members.

=1,
52Simandle and Watts, RE. Cit., pp. 14 and 31.
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POSSIBLE STAGES IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF AUXILIARIES 53
STAGE IMUSTRATIVE FUNCTIONS TRAINING SUGGESTa

AIDE, SUCH AS:

General School Aide Clerical, monitorial, custodial
duties

Lunchroom Aide Serving and preparation of food,
monitorial duties

Teacher Aide Helping teadher in classroom as
needed

Aide.Appointments, escorting, and
related duties

Cleridal, receptionist, and
related auties

Helping with cataloging and
distribution of books

Family Vbrker or

Counselor Aide

Library Aide. **

2. ASSISTANT, SUCH AS:

Teacher Assistant

Family Assistant

Counselor Assistant

Library Assistant

.Mbre relationship to insturc-
tional process

Home visits and organizing
parent meetings

More work with records,
listening to children sent
from class to counselor's
office because they are
disrupting class

alore work with pupils in
selecting books and reading
to them

3. ASSOCIATE, SUCH AS:

Teacher Associate More responsibility with
less supervision from
professional

Home.School Associate

Counselor Associate

Library Associate

Social Work Associate

4.. TEACHER-INTERN, SUCH AS:

Student Teadher Duties very similar to those
of associate but with more
involvement in diagnosis
ani planning

5. TEACZER

Briefcientatiog
perio 2 or 3 wts4
In hum develop-
ment, social rela-
tions, and the
school's goals and
procedures as well
as basic skill
training.

NO specified pre-
schooling required.

High school diploma
or equivalent; one
year's in-service
training or one
year in college
with practicum.

Both can be on a
work-study while
working as an aide.

A. A. degree from
two-year college or
two-year special
program in a four-
year college

B. A. or B. S. degree
and enrolment in a
college of teacher
education or enroll-
ment in an institu-
tion and working for
a degree and teacher
certification.

53 New Partners in the American School, A juk of Auxiliary Personnel
in Education. Nemr York: Bank Street College Orgadcation, NovedaF7707TT



The future appears bright for auxiliary school personnel. Their

employment is no longer viewed with skepticism by teachers. In fact,

teachers in some school systems have recommended the employment of

auxiliaries as a contractual condition. Although auxiliary personnel

programs in rural schools have been financed primarily with federal funds,

more and more administrators of urban and suburban schools are presently

securing local tax monies for the employment of nonprofessionals.

The professional acceptance of teacher-aides brougbt about a

refinement of their roles which has included a more sophisticated approach

to classroom assignments. The teacher-aide concept is now giving way to

a broader and more comprehensive interpretation of auxiliary school

personnel as evident by the emerging careers as teacher assistant, teacher

associate, library associate, counselor assistant, etc. The emerging new

careers movement in the schools is bringing new hope to disadvantaged

people in all areas of the Ration, and the Congress has appropriated

funds to provide opportunities.

Pupils:

In the past decade, auxiliary personnel programs have focused attention

primarily on the professional-nonprofessional relationships. Assumptions

have been expressed relative to the benefits that children have derived

from the utilization of auxiliaries in the schools. Yet, objective

evidence is lacking to substantiate these assumptions. contrary to the

changing roles of teachers and nonprofessionals during the past decade, a

survey of the literature on the utilization of auxiliaries has failed to

reveal new trends in the roles of the pupils in the classrooms.
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Educators can ill afford to support auxiliary school personnel

programs which fail to place major emphasis on the learners. The

utilization of auxiliaries should assure a more active involvement by

the pupils in the teaching-learning processes. Derived values from

the utilization of school auxiliaries should be measurable through

observations and other measuring techniques. Continued financial backing

from the federal government as well as from local and state tax sources

is contingent on the objective evidence that the profession can assemble

to justify the employment of nonprofessionals in the schools.

Differentiation of Tasks by Grade Level

Although a majority of school auxiliaries are presently employed in

the elementary schools, many nonprofessionals are being utilized in the

secondary schools. One of the popular tasks assigned,to auxiliaries in

the secondary school is the reader of English themes. Also, auxiliaries

have been employed on the secondary school level as assistants in the

library and laboratories, as audio-visual technicians, as clerical

assistants, and in other capacities. In the elementary schools, auxiliaries

have fulfilled a variety of functions in and out of the classroom.

Initially many auxiliaries were employed without benefit of pre.service

or in-service training which made it extremely difficult to measure the

educational attainments from their services. It is encouraging to note

that the trend is toward role development and the placement of auxiliaries

where they will be most effective in the improvement of educational

experiences for children.

Whenever possible, the training of auxiliaries should be initiated

after fUnctions for each grade level have been determined and the trainees

have been assigned specific tasks in their full-time employment. As
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methodology differs from one instructional level to another, the training

and ensuing assigned tasks should also vary in order to maintain maximum

utility from the services performed by the auxiliaries. Auxiliary trainees

should study the nature and needs of children that coincide with their

job placement in the schools. Auxiliaries in the elementary schools may

work more closely with teachers and children in the classroom which may

necessitate the preparation for roles that are different froni those assumed

by auxiliaries assigned to secondary schools.

Illustrative Tasks for Auxiliaries

The following suggestive list of tasks that may be assigned to

auxiliaries is not inclusive. Auxiliaries should be assigned only to

those tasks that are within the limits of state statutes and which have

been approved by the local school board. As a safeguard to all concerned,

auxiliaries and teachers should be orientated to the legal responsibilities

relating to the utilization of nonprofessionals in the schools.

Teacher-Aides Who Work Directly With Teachers:

1. Playing games with children in the classroom and on the playground.
2. Interesting unattentive children in classroom activities.
3. Listening to pupils talking about themselves, telling a story or

reading a story.
4. Talking with an upset child to quiet him down.
5. Taking charge of a group of children in working on a project while

the teacher is working with another group.
6. Aeting out stories with children.
7. Beading and telling stories to children.
8. Taking children to the bathroom and helping them to learn how to use

the facilities.
9. Helping children with programmed materials whether It is a teaching

machine or a book.
10. Helping children who have been absent to catch up on their work.
11. Helping children as they move free one activity to another either

in the classroom or in the building.
12. Mbnitoring the class for a few minutes if the teacher is called out

of the room.
13. Singing with the pupils.
14. Helping children when they are learning to use crayons, scissors,

paste, paint, etc.



15. Attending meetings with teachers.
16: Demonstrating good houseke,ping procedures to children.
17. Reviewing teacher's directions for children.
18. Helping children improve physical skills.
19. Helping children in social etiquette.
20. Encouraging children to accept themselves and to make the most out

of life.
21. Helping a child who is attempting something new; so he will not

become discouraged.
22. Writing down observations of children at the request of the teacher.
23. Helping children overcome edbarrassing situations.
24. Giving a child an opportunity to demonstrate that he can do something

well.
25. Encouraging children to help each other and to respect other points

of view.
26. Helping children to learn to give and take in the classroom.
27. Helping children with individual projects.
28. Giving the teacher information about children when it is in the best

interest of the child.

Teacher-Aides Who Assme Clerical, Housekeeping, Technical, and Monitorial
Duties:

1. Prepering all types of instructional materials.
2. Typing of all kinds.
3. Operating instructional equirment, such as film projectors and tape

recorders.
4. Daily check on health of children.
5. Giving first aid to children according to school board policies.
6. Taking children to vtrious places in building as directed by the teacher.
7. Preparing bulletin board displays.
8. Filing and cataloging materials.
9. Duplicating materials.

10. Keeping all types of records that are assigned.
11. Helping children with monitorial duties.
12. Helping children learn proper use of equipment.
13. Making arrangements for the use of equipment.
14. Taking ehildren home who are sick or hurt providing procedures are

clearly outlines.
15. Helping children prepare for assembly programs or culminating activities.
16. Checking supplies.
17. Collecting money and selling tickets.
18. Weighing and measuring children.
19. Doing errands and carrying messages.
20. Distributing and collecting children's work.
21. Sorting mail.
22. Getting the classroom ready tor a special activity.
23. Nbnitoring pupils.
24. Checking on temperature, ventilation, and lighting in the classroom.
25. Scoring objective-type papers handed in by pupils.
26. Reading English themes.
27. Operating audio-visUal equipment.
28. Assisting special personnel in the school.
29. Lunchroom supervisor.
30. Noon-hour supiervisem.

31. Set up laboriltory equipment.
32. TUtoring of children.
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TRAINING

Introduction

Although the employment of school auxiliaries is not a recent

innovation, their wide spread use has oame about in the past three years.

Az stated previously, the immediate future of auxiliaries in rural

schools depends on the availability of federal funds to finance their

salaries. In the long-range outlook, however, if the involvement of the

federal government is sucessful in promoting the universal employment of

nonprofessionals in the schools, it is probable that school auxiliaries

may eventually achieve an indispensable status, thereby being retained

even though state and local tax revenues become the only sources of funds

available to keep them on the job.

Career development of auxiliary school personnel has been a primary

target of the professional people involved in the "Study of Auxiliary

Personnel in Education." In the career ladder, a person begins as a

teacher-aide aricl. moves upward in status as he gains experience and

additional oollege credit. While the career ladder may offer a plausible

scheme of upward mobility for auxiliaries, it seems remote that rural

schools will implement the career development program in the near future.

The career ladder approach may advance slowly in rural areas, but the

administrators of rural schools now realize the serious limitations of

auxiliaries who lack formal training for their positions.

Guidelines for grants under the Education Professions Development Act

provide for the training of school auxiliaries. Therefore, it appears

inevitable that institutions of higher education will become involved in
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the training of auxiliary personnel for the schools. While the training

provisions have particular significance to junior colleges because of

their involvement in vocational preparation, four-year colleges also

have opportunities to serve the needs of the schools in their region.

In addition to the training of auxiliary personnel for the schools,

colleges should assume the responsibility for the educating of trainers

of aaxiliary personnel in order to upgrade the training programs conducted

by the local school districts. It is obvious that the quality of training

programs within a state or region will depend primarily on the expertise

of the staff that colleges will be able to employ for services either on

or off campus.

In summary, the continued employment of auxiliary personnel seems

assured. With the security of employment envisioned, the inadequacies in

training emerge as a pressing problem in the effective utilization of

nonprofessionals. There is an immediate need for materials and training

guidelines that local school administrators may use in conducting ;we-service

and/or in-service training ivograms for auxiliaries. Institutions of

higher education are confronted with the taek of employing qualified

faculty members who can direct on-campus training programs for school

auxiliaries as well as providing consultant services to the local school

systems.

On-Campus Training in an Institution of Higher Learning

In the April, 1966, Edition of the Junior College Journal, Dr. Joseph

W. Fordyce outlined the significant role of the junior college in teacher

education. In his article, Dr. Fordyce suggested that associate degree

prngrams for auxiliary school personnel should be developed for persons
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who want to prepare as teacher aides or classroom assistants aml that the

programs dhould be occupationally oriented.

Listing the advantages of training teachers' aides in a oammunity

junior college, Johnnie Clarke stated a month later that, "The program

could became an important terminal program for those students who have

teaching potential but are unable to go beyond the two-year program."

In projecting specific course offerings for the proposed curriculum,

Clarke ineluded at least 36 semester hours of crelit which were identified

specifically for teachers' aides trainees, such as Teachers' Aide 91,

Basic Cammunications.

Occupationally, it could be concluded that auxiliary school personnel

should be trained in terminal yrograms that are develoyed for undergraduate

students who are unable to complete a four-year program in college.

However, administrators of four-year as well as two-year community colleges

should take a "new look" at the students who are either labeled as being

unable academically to complete a four-year college program or for other

reasons are unable to continue their education beyond the two-year level.

From recent demonstration-training programs in which disadvantaged persons

have been trained and employed as school auxiliaries, evidence suggests

that having been given a new start in job opportunities many low-ineame

persons are now demonstrating the ability to succeed in college even

though they were previously "lockel out" because of minimum prior schooling.

Joseph W. Fordyce, "A
Junior College Journal, Vol.

Johnnie R. Clarke, "A
Junior College Journal, Vell.

Ibid., p. 45.

Significant Role in Teacher Edueation."
36, (April, 1966), pp. 13-17.

Proposal for a Teaches ade Training Program."
36, (tlay, 1966), p. 43.
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Mben two-year college programs axe developed primarily as terminal

wograms for school auxiliaries, course vork may have little or no

transferability to a four-year teacher education program. Therefore,

the occupational approach nay be detrimental to a trainee who aspires

to move upward on the career ladder, such as the teacher-aide up to the

status of a full-time certified teacher. There should be an alternativt

to the occupational curriculum which will meet the needs of a person who

can succeed in college and who has every intention to continue his

education after completing the two-year program. Only a professionally

oriented program will satisfy this student's needs.

Existing courses in the general education curriculmn of the community

college will provide the school auxiliary trainee with an excellent

foundation for employment in either an occupetional or a professional

training program. The trainee could benefit from general education

courses, such as English, human growth and development, speech, natural

sciences, mathematics, art, music, and sociology. Courses from these

areas would provide the trainee with an understanding of children, an

introduction to work skills for job assignments, and remedial opporbunities

for self-improvement. Special skill courses, such as typewriting and

secretarial skills mvy be added or deleted from a trainee's program in

accordance with the curriculum that he is completing.

Since both the professional and the occupational curricula will

attract persons Vho will be employed as auxiliaries at the sane time that

they are enrolled in college classes, some occupationally designed course

work should be required of all tv'ainees during their first enrollment at

the college. A survey course on educational processes and a practicum

course are recommended for the first enrollment.



Vith the am/pi:Ion of Imrs regaled to caolete the oicol" nal

course vox*, othw remire d. class work in tbe vrofessiceal ourricalan

st4cld. be assiivg-do a.,,oanding to its transferabiliV to a tow-year

teacher education =aurae. Thr the G. ;advantaged perm% tbe incentive

to compl.ete the fbur-year program eman...es five the as.Rwance that most

of his college ecarse work will be ack-ftpted toward dwee and certification

requirements. Althou& it may take six or More years to complete the

teadler education reogrui, the disadraitaged person has discovered that

there is no quick vay to alleviate the conditions affecting his well-being.

The occupational curTicalum may be designed with the =seine needs

or the trainees in mind. Being vocationally oriented, the trainee may

devote most of his traliAng%- time in Sid.11 devaopment in which the college

my or may not vent credit. It is anticipated that the trainees enrolling

in the occupational curriculum will receive technical training iohich will

prepare ihem to perform worthwhile tasks in the schools.

Community colleges have the resources and are in a position to assume

new responsibilities in the developaent of new careers in human services.

Generally, the occupt '-ionally oriented associate degree for auxiliary

school personnel will meet the employment needs of persons who are unable

to continue their education in a four-year program. In the emerging

career develogaent for auxiliary school personnel, however, community

colleges are challenged to develop a professionally oriented. curriculum

which would include a minimum of technical courses and would not be

terminally structured. -To meet the needs of school auxiliaries, the

community college must provide the trainees with a choice of' direction in

their training--either the occupational or the professional apprOach .
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Six4ffeeks lizaiMDS .r=grallk at 11°"thead State !WITMELtE

Formal classroom work was arranged in two eroups stet teachers meeting

as one unit and teadher-aide trainees meeting as another. Througbout the

six weeks of training, however, there were informal sessions in which all

of the particiearts mat together to discuss topics of common core.ern. It

is clear that adequate tiee far interaction between teachers and aide

trainees was of central importmce to the success of the progras.

At the concLusion of the third weeks of training, the classroom work

was reduced substantially to provide sufficient time for the practicumtbat

vas integrated with the summer-sdhuol prograni being conducted by the Rowan

County Sdhools (the local education agency). During the three weeks of

practical', the teaCher-aide trainees, with tuidance from the teaChers in

the program, participated in the same type of duties that are normally

assigned to teacher-aides inlEastern Kentucky. The experience included

working with small groups of children under the close supervision of a

classroom teacher.

The topics of the training program have been summarized as follows:

I. Testing of trainees
2. Organizing for instruction in the elementary school
3. Role of the teacher in the school
4. Role of the teacher-aide in the instructional processes
5. Who is the educated person?
6. Recognizing individual differences in children
7. Social processes in the classroom
8. Helping to meet the basic needs of Children
9. Insight into the curriculum areas of mathematics and reading

10. Programmed learning for self-improvement by trainees in basic
skills

11. Skill in manuscript -writing._
12. rreparation and use of instructional materials
13. Use of art and color in teaching
14. The role of the teacher-aide in promoting health and safety in the

school
15. Teacher and teacher-aide relationdhips (team approach)
16. Tips for teachers in working with teacher-aides
17. Utderstinding the problems of teacher-aides
18. How to profit fvmm criticism and evaluation of efforts
19. Teachers and teacher-aides as community leaders in school matters
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aides.
21.

22.

23.

51
ikties and responsibilitits that may be assigned to teacher..

"Using and caring for audilievisual aqui

Legal responsibilities of teacberaides
Career development of auxiliary pers

pment

1 in eduation4.1:7

AI Proposal for a Teacher-Aide Training in a Community, Junior

pollese

According to Johnnie R. Clarkell the training of teacher.aides in a

comminity junior college has many advantages; namely, the ftaining of aides

to meet the needs of local school systems, the availability of a local

school as a laboratory, articulation between the junior college and the

local schools because of the proximity of the juniar college to the

schools, and because many junior college prograas are terminally structured.

In planning the proposed curriculum for the teacher-aides, Clarke outlined

the following courses:

I. Basic communications--fundamentals of grammar and compo-
sition

2. lasit Mathematics
3. Related arts--a comprehensive course designed to study

crafts, painting, nusic, lettering, poster construction, etc.
4. Machine operations and audio-visual techniques
5. Child development
6. Community resources available to the schools
7. Elementary school procedures.
8. Internship
9. Indoor and outdoor games for children

10. Humanities--a study of art, =sic, architecture, litera-
ture, and philoggphy

11. Typing"

In reporting on the training of auxiliary sthool personnel at Garland

Junior College, Vera Weisz
59

stated that the training program is a two.

phase program. The first phase or the pre-service training" may range from

two to eight weeks and consists of a variety of instructional approaches

including workshops, laboratories, and seminars. The second phase

57Ibid., p. 43.

58Ibid., p. 45.

59Vera C. Weisz, A Junior. College Approach to Training Auxiliars7
Personnel in Education, Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington, D. C.
20506, pp. 12-13.
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or the in-service involves a continued program of on-the-jot

training in conjunction with workshops and seminars. It is her belief

that the concept approach should be stressed throughout the pre-service

and Chat phase of the training program should vary according to the

needs of the trainees, schools and their staffs.

Vera Weisz listed the following topics as the central areas of

concentration in the pre-service training program:

I. Workthop in the teameappraoch to teaching
2. Seminar in the dynamics of child develcpment
3. Sminar in sociology of school and community relations
4.. Curriculum materials workshop
5. Seminar in health, nutrigon and first aid
6. Remedial reading prograeu

To stress the need for teachers as participants in the training

program, Vera Weisz" maintained that, "In the ideal program, aides will

be placed in local school systems before training begins, and the teachers

who are to bave aides will participate actively in the training processes

both as planners and as trainees themselves."

In summarizing the philosophy of the manual in which she has prepared

tO report the training progran at Garland Junior College, Vera Weisz stated:

The philosophy in this nanual and in Garland's program stresses
that the aide can be involved and used most effectively in the
teaching-learning process. However, he must be trained to undertake
these tasks just as the teacher must be trained to effectively
utilize this additional resource person. The Pre-Service program,
which emphasizes a joint educational experience for aides and
teachers, lays the groundwork for the team approach. Both teachers
and teacher-aides gain experienceworking as members of a team,
sharing, planning, and implementing responsibilities. ,The teacher
as the leader of the team becomes :Toro. aware of the aide's ability

to undertake various talcs and becomes nve comfortable about
delegating responsibilities to the aide.

6°Ibid., pp. 13-15.

61Ibid., p. 11.

62Ibid. p. 31.
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A Model Provgam for the Associate Degree421a golemtr .=mmirmirrm 111110 =1=11.
!tor Teacher ASsociates

Daring the early maths of the 196S-1969 school year, the professional

staff at Morgead State University developed guidelines for a two-year

currtculuz to train teacher-aides. In February of 1968, the nwe program

was submitted to the administrative staff as a program proposal for the

newly organized community college at the University. The "Two-year

Program for Teacher Aides" has been approved and it appears in the 1968-

1969 edition of the Morehead State University Catalog. Only six of the

sixty-eight hours that make up the program are new course offerings. All

other course -work has been selected. from existing courses offered. in the

five schools that comprise the University. The model program is reported

on Page 54 .

Since the program was officially adopted in February of 1968, the

following considerations have been studied as recommendations for the

improvement or the program:

Recommendation for Additional Credit in Practicum:

The recommendation to provide additional credit in practicum on an

elective basis has been suggested by Dr. Garda Bowman of the Bank Street

College of Education in New York City. In reviewing the model program,

Dr. Bowman maintained that four hours of practicum in a sixty-eight hour

program do not balance in terms of the needs of the trainees. Therefore,

a new proposal for elective credit in practicum is being studi.ed which

x'oule., give trainees an opportunity to take a practicum course relevant to

a specific job assignment, sudh as teacher-aide, library-aide, or an aide

to the special reading teacher. The course would be designed in order to

be adaptable to two-week workshops that may be conducted for auxiliaries

either on or off campus.



First Semester:

English 101
Th3rsical Education
Science 103
Psychology 153
Speech 110
Health 150

Second Semester:

English 102
Physical Education
Science 105
Sociology 205
Music 100
Business 213.
Education 100

First Semester:

Education 210
Business 237

*Education 212

APPROVED COURSES
FOR

SIO-TEAR PROMILII FOR TEACHER AIDES
(Associate Degree for Teacher Associate)

Freshman Year

Writing and Spearing I
Activity Course
Introduction to Itysical Science
General Psychology
Basic Speech
Personal Health
Military Science (Men)
or Elective (Women)

Art 121
Industrial Arts 222

*Education 250

Second Semester:

Education 326
Mathematics 231
Physical Education 300

Economics 201
Health 203
Education 251

*New Course Offerings

Writing and Speaking II
Activity Course
Introduction to Biological Science
Social Institutions
Rudiments of Music
Beginning Typewriting
Orientation in Education
Military Science (Men)
or Elective (Women)

Sophomore Year

Human Growth and Developnent I
Secretarial Skills
Preparation and Utilization or

Instructional Materials
School Art I
General Crafts
Practicum I
Military Science (Men)
or Elective (Women)

Teaching of Reading
Basic Mathematics
physical Education in the Elementary

School
Principles of Economics
First Aid pnd Safety
Practicum II
Military Science (Men)
or Elective (Women)

54
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School

Humanities

Applied Science and Technology

Science and Mathematics

Social Sciences

Education:

gialar Total

Thysical Ed.ucation and Health 8 Hours
Psychology.... 6 "
Professional Education 11 "

*Eight hours of Military Science or Electives also required

13 Hours

7

9

6

tt

tl

25 "

alaUlas

60*

Recommendation for Audit Provisions:

The courses included in the teacher-aide curricultum have been selected

tecause of their applieation to the total preparation of the trainees;

namely, human growth and development, remedial skills for the trainees, and
1

work skills for job assignments. Mbile the content of the various courses

is pertinent to the training program, some trainees may not qualify for

college credit, or for other reasons they may not wish to attempt college

work, so audit provisions are being studied for possible implementation

into the program.

Some trainees may have been removed fram formal education for several

years and would appreciate a trail enrollment in college classes. To

accommodate these persons, it has been suggested that they be permitted to

enroll as audit students, tmt if they complete all of the course work

satisfactorily, they could transfer from the audit status to that of a

regular student. The transfer from audit status would have to be effected

z

3
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prior to the final examination period and the provision for transfer

would be honored only in the trainees' first enrollment at the Vtdversity.

Trainees, who did not choose to do college work for credit, could continue

in the program as enrollees in the occupational curriculum.

Reoammendation for Graduate Course on the Supervision, of School Auxiliaries:

It is increasingly apparent that -any training program for auxiliary

personnel, sudh as teacher-aides, must include provisions for the

orientation of professionals in the proper utilization of their services.

Therefore, it has been recommendel that Morehead State Uhiversity approve

a graduate course primarily to provide credit for teachers and adminis-

trators who participate in summer training programs or workshops where

attention is focused on the utilization of auxiliaries in the schools.

Recommendation on Common Terminology:

It is recommended that aides be considered as those persons who are

at the entry level of the career ladder, such as teacher-aides, library-

aides, and counselor.aides. Persons who have moved upward on the ladder

through experience and advanced training may be referred to as assistants.

TO earn the title of associate, the auxiliary would be expected to have at

least two years of training in a two-year or four-year college. In rural

areas of America, it has been common iractice to refer to all auxiliaries

as teacher-aides even though they may be assigned to tasks not relating

to teachers' responsibilities.

Recommended. List of Electives:

Women, who enter the training program, have opportunities for choosing

elective credits. The following courses have been suggested as college

work that will be of greatest benefit to them as they complete the total

number of hours required.
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Hours
Credit

Art 102

Business 101

Business 221

Business 236

Earth Science 100

Creative Art

Badness Arithmetic

Business Communication

Clerical Office Machines

Physical Geology

Earth Science 101 Historical Geology

Education 150(If Approved) Individualized Practicum
for Teacher-Aides

Problems in Rural Education

Improvement of Instruction in
the Elementary School

Appreciation of the Fine Arts

Fundamentals of Geography

Health in the Elementary Schools

History of Civilization

Modern Europe 1500-1815

U. S. of America 1492-1865

Personal and Family Living

Clothing Design and Construction

Literature and Materials for Children

Introduction of Literature

Basic Mathematics II

Music for the Elementary Teacher

Introduction to Philosophy

Conditioning

Basic Rhythms

Education 280

Education 320

Fine Arts 160

Geography 100

Health 300

Uistory 131

History 231

History 241

Home Economics 101

Home Economics 141

Library Science 227

Literaiure 232

Mathematics 232

Music 221

Philosophy 330

Physical Education 105

Physical Education 120

1

3

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

1

1
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RECOMENDED VIET OP =inns
(Continued)

Course Description

Physical Edacation 123 Folk and Square Dance

Physical Edacation 122 Social Dance

Physical Education 308 W Team Sports I

Political Science 241 Government of United States

Political Science 242 State and Local Governments

MMIIMamma.

Hours
Credit

1

1

2

3

3

Miscellaneous Recommendations:*

1. The Associate Degree Program for Teamher-Aides shall be reviewed

periodically with a committee selected from the school personnel served

by Morehead State University.

2. A trainee, who qualifies for college work:at the time of his

first enrollment, may transfer all of his earned credits toward the four-

year program for elementary education uojors providing his elective credits

are approved in advanced.

3. Although the program outlined is pr1maril3c designed for auxiliaries

assigned to the elementary schools, adjustments shall be made to allow for

training of auxiliary personnel for secondary schoold.

4. Opportunities for extension and correspondence work will be made

available to the persons who enroll in either vrogram.
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Pre-Service and In-Serkixe.Trainfel
Conducted in the Local Schools

Training programs in the local schools should be structured to meet

the unique needs of the local school system that is sponsoring the train-

ing program even though consultants may be obtained from sources outside

the school district, such as from the local community college. The

topics to be covered and the procedures to be followed should be

determined by the local education agency and should be controlled by the

number of training sessions and by the placement of the sessions in the

pre-service and/or the in-service phase of training. It should be noted

that one or two day workshops conducted by consultants from outside-the-

school are usually too general in content, do not involve teachers, and

are not related to the continuous in-service training of the persons

involved in the workshops.

Suitability of Training Materials

Properly prepared training materials will greatly enhance program

effectiveness at both pre-service and in-service training levels. Out of

the Morehead demonstration training program came a group of guidelines for

developing such materials:

1. The materials prepared for trainees should reflect a level of
-.nderstanding that correlates with the general educational background of

the aides.
2. The materials should relate to the specific needs of the trainees

in their geographical location, whether employed in a rural or urban
setting.

3. The materials should be relevant to teacher-aide trainees,
regardless of their economic or cultural backgrounds.

4. The materials used should assure the mastery of every lesson or
topic before moving on to a new topic.

5. The materials should be self-explanatory and capable of use in
individual and small group situations.

6. The materials and situations used tn the training program should
involve actual laboratory experiences or should simulate actual conditions
in which teacher-aides are normally assigned.
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Trainins,Teacher-Aides at Hanford

Under the supervision of Roland Attebery and Beverly Gibson, a

thirty-hour concentrated training ovogram was conducted for the aide

trainees in the Kings County Schools of California. Attebery and

Gibson repotted:

Its content covered specific activities and skills, which
would help the teacher and his pupils, including techniques of
classroom housekeeping, bulletin board displays, use of flannel
boards, games and activities appropriate to the class level, and
so forth. Instruction was also given in the areas of child
growth and development, backgrounds and differences of edu-
cationally disadvantaged children, and acceptable techniques of
discipline and control. Finally, the course offered orientation
to district employment prerequisites, professional ethics and
attitudes, and personal relations with the teacher, adminis-
trators, and other school employees. Other requirements for
school staff employees, such as punctual/ty, appropriate dress,
and cooperativeness were also reviewed.'"

kainingTeacher-Aides in Altoona
41.100.

In 1966, the Altcona, Pennsylvania, schools initiated a one-year

program of on-the-job training for forty teacher-aide trairses. John

J. Bannick
64

reported that on the successful completion of the training

program, the aides mere to be employed on a permanent basic. The

candidates were to be rated on a five-point scale of poise, personality,

use of English, training and skills, and appearance. The school district

stated performance requirements for teacher-aides as follows:

1. Set up and operate audio-visual equipment...; prepare over-
head projection transparencies, materials for opaque projection,
tapes for classroom and project use, etc..., and related instructional
materials used in classroom instruction.

2. Perform clerical duties related to classroom instruction
including prenaring instructional materials under the direct supervision

°Roland Attebery and Beverly Gibson, 'Training Teacher Aides at
Hanford," California Education, Vol. 3, No. 10, June, 1966, p. 11.

64john J. Bannick, "How to Train and Use Teacher Aides," Phi Delta
Kappan, Vol. 48, October, 1966, p. 61.
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of professional staff; maintaining pupils' attendance and achievement
records; maintaining the proper level and distribution of classroom
supplies, texts.

3. Supervise study halls, proctor tests, maintain proper
discipline...; proctor large-group instruction classes under direct
supervision.

4. Take direction and supervision and maintain a high level
of behavior.

5. Be prepared to stand for long periods of time...; to use
both hands, move and lift up to 40 pounds.; to try to preserve
good mental health, together with the ability to maintain calm,
mature attitude toward students; and to be alert and action-
oriented individuals.65

Training Auxiliary School Persomel for the Elliott County Schools
in KentuckE

The training program for auxiliary personnel in the Elliott County

Schools was undertaken primarily to supplement the efforts of the pro-

fessional staff to develop a model teacher-aide program in the

Lakeside Elementary School in that district. The concept of a model

teacher-aide program was the outgrowth of the professional staff's

exploratory study toward the implementation of an innovative instruco

tional program which was financed by Title III Funds of the E. S. E. A.

that were secured through the Eastern Kentucky Educational Development

Corporation.

The two weeks of summer training for teachers and teacher-aides in

Elliott County did not include provisions for a practicum since their

schools were not in session. As a follow-up to the training program,

however, several seminars were arranged as part of the on-the-job

training during the first semester of their employment. Of the total

of sixty hours included in the training program, forty hours Toere

devoted to sessions in which teachers and teacher-aides attended together;

while during the remaining twenty hours, the teachers met as one group

and the teacher-aides met as another group.

5Ibid.
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The following topics were discussed during the two weeks of

training:

1. Human growth and development of school-age children
2. Team approach--working relationships between teachers and

teacher-aides
3. Role definitions and job descriptions
4. Experiences in writing in sanuscript and cursive forum
5. Suggestions for individual improvement by teacher-aides in

dress, etiquette, reading, mathematics, Speech, Engliih, and confi-
dence.

6. Identification of possible teacher-aides' problems
7. Desirable characteristics for teacher-aides
8. Preparing bulletin boards
9. Utilization of audio-visual aids in teaching

10. Introduction to reading instruction
11: RolA of teacher-aides in monitorial duties
12. Health and safety in the schools
13. Preparing, scoring and recording scores of objective-type

tests

14. Understanding the role of the teacher
15. Wbrking with small groups of children or with children

individually
16. Teacher-aides' role in helping children with remedial drill

work
17. Teacher-aides as a role model for children
18. Review of activities that should be assigned to children
19. Learning how to tell a story and pronounce spelling words
20. Preparation of duplicated uaterials
21. Introduction to instruction in mathematics
22. Duties and responsibilities that remain witilthe teadhers
23. Effective home-school relations and the role of teacher-aides

in public relations
24. Maintaining and operating clerical and audio-visual equipment
25. Career development for auxiliary personnel in education
26. Understanding of learners in Elliott County Schools
27. Planning for the opening of the schools in the fall

A Cooperative Traintm Program Proposal Between TWo Courtz School
Districts and Morehead.State University

For the 1968-1969 school year, a proposal has been formulated

between two county school systems in Kentucky and the Morehead State

University to develop a 21 week training program for the auxiliary

school personnel in the two county school systems. The two county

school districts have been identified tentatively as Clay and Pulaski

Counties..which are located in the respective cities of Manchester

and Somerset, Kentucky.

- -
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As tentatively planned, the professional staff at Morehead State

University will develop 20 correspondence-type lessons that will be

presented to the professional staffs of the two county schools for

review purposes and recommendations for change. The lessons will then

be revised if necessary, duplicated and distributed to the teacher-

aides trainees as formal assignments. At this time, it has not been

decided whether or not University credit will be given for the satis-

factory completion of the 20-lesson course.

The first three lessons of the program will be devoted to hunan

growth and development of children, the team approach concept to

teaching-learning processes, and the career development of auxiliary

personnel in education. The professional personnel in the two county

schools will determine the topics of the rquaining seventeen lessons.

To supplement the lessons, consultants from Morehead State

University will visit the school districts on a biweekly basis at

which time observations of teacher-aides in action will be conducted.

In follow-up seudnars, reactions to the observations will be presented

along with a review of the correspondence lessons that the teacher-

aides had previously completed. Durirg the seminars, the teachers and

teacher-aides will have ample opportunity to raise other questions.

The first visitation by the consultants will be used to adudnister

a variety of testing instrunents which will serve a dual role of pro-

viding bases for evaluating the training program and for determining

the present capabilities of the teacher.aides in order to direct them

into programned materials that they may use individually to improve

their basic skills, such as in mathematics and reading.
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Illustrative Outline .for LlanninA a Trainits program

When called upon for consultant services in training programs for

auxiliary personnel in education, the professional staff at MOrehead

Seate University works with the school personnel involved to complete

information outlined below. In this manner, the training program is

structured to meet their needs. Even though the services of outside

consultants are not obtained, personnel of local education agencies

should develop some type of outline plan for their training program

to assure the success of their efforts and expenditures.

I. Introductory statements, such as the involvement of the
community and administrative support; general procedures
and number of sessions; and the employment of consultants
and/or other persons responsible for the tnaining.

II. Development of the purposes of the training program and
the roles of the director, teachers, pupils, trainees,
lay persons, administration, and consultants if employed.

III. Listing of training topics and designating them as part
of the in-service or the pre-service training program.

IV. If program begins with pre-service training, procedures
to folk*, in recruiting and selecting trainees. If

program begins with in-service, procedures to evaluate
auxiliaries already employed.

V. Provisions for testing trainees for the purpose of
recommending programmed materials for individualized study,
such as in the areas of reading, mathematics, English, dress,
and speech.

VI. Time schedule for the training program.

VII. Provisions for planning the content of each training session:

A. Description of session
B. 2urposes of session
C. Specific assignments for personnel involved
D. Materials needed in the session
E. Procedural outline of session
F. Suggested follow-up activities for trainees
G. Closure of session with plans for evaluation

VIII. Evaluation Procedures.
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Selection of Topics for a Training,Jrogram

The final selection of topics to be included in the training pro-

gram for auxiliary personnel in education should be determined after

a thorough review of local needs, an investigation of training programs

that have been conducted in other school systems, and from reports or

visitations to other school systems where teacher-aides are employed.

A review of the current literature, however, indicates the desirability

of including the following topics in every training program even though

it may be a one-day workshop; (1) Human Growth and Development of

Children, (2) The Team Approach to the Teaching-Learning Processes,

and (3) Career Development of Auxiliary Personnel in Education.

The following topics that may be included in a training program

for auxiliary personnel in education are listed for illustrative

purposes only:

1. Manuscript writing
2. Working relationships between teachers and auxiliaries
3. Interpreting school objectives, fumtions, and practices

to parents
4. Desirable characteristics for auxiliaries; namely, honest,

cooperative, promptness, reliable, neatness in work ar.d dress, does
more tham.4s'required, always does the best job possible, patient,
sensitive, and a confidantc

5. Introduction to clerical skills
6. Telephone etiquette
7. Introduction to teaching-learning processes

8. Introduction to reading instruction
9. Introduction to arithmetic instruction

10. Understanding of pedagogical terminology
11. Review of activites that should be reserved for children;

e. g. watering the plants, keeping paper picked up from the floor,
and feeding the goldfish

12. Roles of auxiliaries in helping children with remedial drill
work

13. The roles of the auxiliaries in programmed instruction
14. Working with children in small groups or individually
15. Learning how to tell a story
16. Learning about how to use the library
17. Audio-visual technician
18. Human relationships
19. Preparing bulletin boards
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20. Preparing spirit duplicating masters and mineograOh stencils
21. How to conduct a home visitation

22. Health and safety in the school
23. Monritorial duties

24. Tending.t0:rooM ventilation, temperature, and lighting
25. Recording test scores and grades
26. Chedking objective type tests
27. Legal status of auxiliaries

28. Taking Over 'for teachers
29. Duties and responsibilities that remain with teachers
30. Standardized testing

31. Recruitment and selection of auxiliaries

32. Outline for individual improvement in etiquette, dress,
reading, mathematics, English, and speech

33. Total learning environment of dhildren: Home, school and
community

34. Adult model for pupils

35. Adult representative from sane environment as pupils

36. Effective planning of the auxiliaries' time
37. Role definition
38. Information or our class society

39. Understanding group dynamics
40. Self-analysis
41. Effective home-school relationdhips
42. Supporting the teacher in hit interactions with parents and

pupils
43. Understanding the role of the teacher in the American

society
44. Discovering whether the auxiliaries like children

Recommended for all training programs:

45. Human growth and development of dhildren
46. Team approach to the teaching-learning prdcesses
47. Human growth and development of children

SUMMARY

Because of the primary dependence upon the federal government to

finance the employment of auxiliary personnel in education for rural

schools, their utilization has been viewed to a great extent as

temporary assistance to the professional staff. Consequently, the

new positions in the schools have had a Lacklustrous appeal to per-

sons seeking job security. In many rural schools, a high rate of

turnover in auxiliary personnel results from uncertainty emanating

from year-to-year planning. Until employment stability is assured
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through long-range commitments, the career development of auxiliary

personnel in education will never be realizied.

If in the future, auxiliary personnel in education are not

retained in rural schools, it is extramely doubtful that they will

emerge again in this century even though auxiliaries eventually

become a vital part of the educational staff in every urban school in

the nation. Since auxiliaries are employed primarily to supplement

the efforts of the professional staff, it is the responsibility of

teachers and principals to demonstrate to school patrons that the

educational opportunities for children are being improved by their

employment. The professional staff is challenged, then, with the

task of integrating their new partners into the school setting in a

manner that permits auxiliaries to achieve an indispensable and

permanent status.
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Report on the Teacher-Aide Program in Eastern Kentucky

Milan B. Dady and George W. Denemark*

Introduction
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The Morehead State University Teacher-Aide Program is a
two year training and demonstration project designed to prepare and
assess the utilization of teacher aides in. eastern Kentucky. The
project, funded under a grant from the Office af Economic Opportunity
is one of sixteen auxiliary school. personnel-programs that have been
coordinated and evaluated in a larger study being conducted by the
Bank Street College of Education, also under 0E0 auspices.

The material which follows describes a) the training program
for a group of aides and teachers to whom aides were to be assigned, b)
the functioning of a sampling ot the teacher aides in thrile Kentucky
counties, and c) concludes with same ,general observations by the project
staff and consultant regarding the utilization of auxiliary personnel
in elementary school classrooms.

The Training Program

During the sums:- of 1967 fifteen classroom teachers and
thirty-seven teacher-aide trainees participated in a six week training
session held on the campus of Morehead State University in Morehead,
Kentucky. The session extended from June 21 to August 1 and included
participants selected from four 1.ounties in eastern Kentucky: Pike,
Breathitt, Fleming, and Johnson.

The training program was designed to prepare persons from
law income families to assume teacher-aide positions in shcools near
their homes. Trainees underwent a thorough orientation program focused
upon the duties and responsibilities of teacher aides, the nature and
needs of elementary age children and the rolesvhich teachers perform
in our public elementary schools.

*Dr. Dady, a Professor of Education at Hbrehead State University,
Hbrehead, Kentucky, is Director of the Teacher-Aide Demonstration
Training Program at Morehead. Dr. Denemark, Dean of the College of
Education at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, served as consul-
tant-observer to the project.
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The training session activities provided in the summer
program may be summarized as follows.

I. Otis Test and Davis Reading Test administered to aide-
trainees

2. College Qualifying Test administered to teadher-aide
trainees

3. Completion of attitude che:ksheet
4. Tour of library facilities at Morehead State University
5. Field trip to Lexington to visit school plants designed

to foster individualized instruction and utilization
of teaching teams

6. Organizing for instruction in the elementary school
7. New dimension! in education resulting from the utilization

of teacher aides
8. Exploration of the role of the teacher aide in the

instructional process
9. Duties of the teacher aide in classroom management

10. The legal stc.tus of teacher aides---address by Dr. Sidney
Simandle, Director of Teacher Education and Certification,
Kentucky State Department of Education

II. Address by Dr. Harold Howe, United States Commissioner of
Education

12. Address by Congressman Carl Perkins
13. Statistics on education in Kentucky
14. Who is an educated person?
15. Basic concepts of human growth and learning.
16. Child growth and development concepts---physical and

motor development, intellectual, and emotional growth
17. Characteristics of Children of elementary age
W. Recognizing creative, talented, and gifted children in

the classroom
19. Helping pupils meet basic needs in the classroom
20. Social processes in the classroom
21. The curriculum area of mathematics
22. Introduction to computer assisted instruction in mathematics--

(continued throughout the summer training program)
23. Orientation to the terminology used in the reading curriculum

area
24. Introduction to the reading processes

25. Introduction to the SRA Reading Laboratory---(trainees
involved in daily lessons on an indtvidual basis)

26. Introduction to the programmed book on English--(trainees
continuing in self-directed study)

27. Teaching demonstrations in mathematics and reading areas
28. Videotape and practice sessions on manuscript writing
29. The use of audio-visual aids in toaching
30. Laboratory sessions for teachers and teacher-aide trainees

focusing on instructional materials preparation and use

31. Use of color in teaching---what teacher aides should know
about color harmony and contrast



32. The role of the teacher aide in promoting good health
safety

33. Teacher-aide and teacher relationships as they influence
classroom effectiveness

34. Tips for the teacher in working with teacher.aides
35. Understanding problems of teacher-aides
36. Constructive criticism and good human relationships in

discussion
37. How to profit from criticism and evaluation of efforts
38. Teachers and teacher Ades as community leadtrs on school

matters
39. Practicum at Rowan County Schools
40. Vidtotaping of panel discussion summarizing the six weeks

of summer training
41. Film Showing of the following:

1. Elementary School Children--Each Child is Different
Discovering Individual
Differences

2. Effective Learning in the Elementary School
3. Motivating the Class
4. Bulletin Boards--An Effective Teaching Device
5. A. Desk for Billie

6. Fundamental Skills in a Unit of "Work
7. Lettering Instructional Materials
8. School Courtesy
9. Lessona in Living

10. Making Learning More Meaningful
11. Mike Makes His Mark
12. School Board in Action
13. School Rules: How They Help Us.
14. Teaching
15. Schoolhouse in the Red
16. Fight for Better Schools
17. Individualized Reading Instruction
18. They All Learned to Read
19. School--The Child's Community
20. Journey in Health
21. Heredity and Environment
22. Playground Safety
23. Primary Safety: In the School Building
24. School and the Community
25. Our Teacher
26. School in Centerville

Formal classroom work was first arranged in two groups with
teachers meeting as one unit and teacher-aide trainees meeting as the
other. In the first weeks, however, there were several informal sessions
where all of the participants met together. When the practicum began, the
teacher and teacher-aide trainee participants were integrated and again
placed into two groups: For the first two-hour block, one group wasassigned
to the University classroom and the other group was involved in the practicum
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at Rowan County. For the succeeding two-hour block, the groups were
reversed. The experience of the summer seemed to support botft types
of grouping. Some kinds of objectives seemed to be directly focused
upon teacher-aides while others treated the roles of teachers in
working with aides. It is clear, however, that adequate time for
interaction between teachers and aide trainees was of central importance
to the success of the program.

The practicum for the teacher aide trainees was provided
in the summer school program of the Morehead Elementary School, a
part of the Rowan County, Kentucky School System. Funding of the
Rowan County summer school program was provided by the United States
Office of Education while, as noted earlier, the Offic of Economic
Opportunity supported the Morehead State University training program.
USOE Commissioner Howe on a visit to the program spoke most favorably
of the project for iutegrating these two federal programs.

During the three weeks of the practicum the teacher-aide
trainees, with guidance from the teachers in the program, participated
in the same types of duties that are normally assigned to teacher aides
in eastern Kentucky. The experience included working with small groups
of children under the close supervision of a regular classroom teacher.

In their roles as resource persons in the laboratory sessions
that were provided the teacher-aide trainees, the certified teachers
reflected growth in their confidence 03 assume a required leadership
position essential to proper utilization of the teacher-aide trainees
of the teacher-aide trainees when they became full-time employees of
local school districts. Prior to the summer session, many of the
teachers had not been enrolled in a college class since receiving
a laccalaureate degree, but many of the teachers expressed an intent
to continue their graduate work now that the impetus had been proveded.

A second phase of the training program was a one day work-
shop held in each of the county centers prior to the opening of schools
in September. Staff assessments of these workshops assigned them poor
ratings, largely in terms of the lack of congruence between the expecta-
tions for the aides' work assignments as vieved by local school personnel
and those established in the summer training program of the Morehead
campus.

Evaluations of the Summer Training Program

Both staff and participants of the summer training program
had nany reactions to the expeTience. These would appear to be of real
value in planning subsequent training sessions, eitker at Ebrehead State
University or in other situations with conparable objectives and personnel.
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Identified as things the teachers and aide trainees liked
about the summer program were the following:

I. Workshop proved to be interesting, informative, amd
entertaining.

2. Problems shown in the movies are still in existence
and made the aid-trainees and teachers aware of them.

3. Programmed materials were very helpful.
4. The program created interest in the teaching profession.
5. The practicum offered the training experience needed for

the aide-trainees to practice what they learned.
6. The program stimulated self-improvement for both teadaer

participants and teacher-aide trainees.
7. Observing applications of the computer to classroom

instruction was interesting and challenging.
8. The program helped the aide-trainees gain respect for

other people.
9. The program showed val:ious ways the aide-trainees could

help the teachers.
10. Developing an understanding of the importance of teacher-

pupil relationships was very helpful.
11. The program helped the participants gain a better under-

standing of children.
12. Participants experienced social and intellectual growth.
13. An understanding of the teacher-teacher-aide relationship

was gained.
14. Participants learned the importance of having and vsing

tile latest teaching devices.
15. The basic principles involved in running a school system

were discussed and were interesting.
16. Aide-trainees gained encouragement to continue their

schooling.
17. Duties of teacher-aides were defined.
18. Alde-trainees gained a new feeling of independence.
19. Teachers now respect the aid's position.
20. Discussions in the group sessions were beneficial to

the teachers and teacher-aides in understanding the
problems that aides face.

Given an opportunity to suggest ways tawhidh the training
programcould have ;nen improved participants made these suggestions:

1. Day-to-day activities could have been planned more
carefully.

2. }bre instruction on using audio-visual equipment should
have been given.

3. Some of the participants should have been more cooperative.
4. Participants in the program ehould have been selected more

carefully.
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5. A set schedule should have been given the participants
at the time the program began.

6. Principals should be informed of the events of the
program: so they can help the aides during the year.
They should be included in all in-service activities.

7. There should be someone in each school system to supervise
the aides and to help them when necessary.

8. The practicum should afford the aide-trainees with more
opportunities to work directly with children.

9. The participantd should have.ia choice of classes to be
offered for credit in the program.

The experience of the Morehead project Director and associate
Director generated evaluative perceptions regarding the training program
which ranged fram the utilization of experienced teachers in the program
to the utilization of programmed instruction designed to individualize
training experiences for the aides.

1. Utilization of Professional Teachers

The involvement of a group of experienced professional
teaChers in the training program for teacher aides benefited the
Morehead program in a number of ways. One was in providing a number
of immediately available on-the-spot resource persons for a variety
of training activities. A second was in helping to communicate among
the aide-trainees a perception of the importance of the training program
and its relevance to the classrooms in which they would soon be operating.
A third benefit of teacher involvement in the summer training program
lay in the understanding these teachers developed concerning the needs
of teacher aides, what might ba expected of these auxiliaries, and of
how cooperative relationdhips with them might be established and main-
tained. With this knowledge the teaChers were abled to return to their
schools and assume leadership roles in the integration of teacher-aide
services into the ongoing program of the school. The summer experience
seemed to lend strong support to the value of involving teaChers in
training programs, both preservice and in-service, for teacher aides.

2. 0n-Cammus Trainin&

While many training experiences are best geared to the specific
school and classroom in which the aide will work, it seems desirable that
some part of the training for teacher-aides be conducted on a college
campus. Also, during summer sessions, the trainees should be encouraged
to reside on campus for a college campus provides a setting for cultural
and social learnings which nay be prerequisite to the teacher-aides'
success. During their residence on campus in the summer of 1967, the
Morehead teacher-aide traiuees noticeably improved in their dress and
manners as well as in their over-all confidence. The improvement in
these areas promotes better adult models for the disadvantaged children in
the schools the aides serve.

3. Adeguate Strucpure in the Training Schedule

In planning the schedule for the summer training program at
Morehead State University, it was felt that the structure should allow

A

sq
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for flexibility which would permit time changes and alternatives for
training activities. In the final evaluation session of the program,
however, many trainees and teachers were critical of this approach.
It is apparently more appropriate to develop a more tightly structured
training program, whether it be pre-service or in-service. Then, as
the participants grow in their ability to adjust to different situations,
it may be desirable to deviate fram planned activities.

4. Providing Manipulative Ex eriences

In the training of teacher-aides at Morehead State University,
efforts were exerted to maintain a balance between classroom work and
laboratory experiences. In laboratory sessions, aide-trainees were
given opportunities to develop manipulative and manual skills that were
needed on the job. One of the challenging experiences for the trainees
was the computerized arithmetic instruction that was programmed at Stanford
University. Using the teletype machine to relay their answers, the trainees
were forced under pressure to supply their responses in a matter of seconds.

This technique was instrumental in improving their arithmetic skills, but
teacher-aide trainees also improved their coordination between manual man-
ipulation and mental reaction. During the summer training session, the
aide-trainees gained in confidence of their ability to do a good job and
they exhibited more and more pride in exhibiting the outcomes of their
efforts.

5. New Media and Individualized Techniques

During any training session for teacher-aides, new media techniques
should be used extensively. A, well-planned showing of films can provide
the trainees with a rich background of information in a short space of time.
A, wide range of audio-visual materials should be utilized. Simulated
experiences and role-playing situations provide realistic settings for the
trainees. Programmed instruction in the areas of arithmetic, English and
reading is essential to the success of the training program since it provides
opportunities for the teacher-aides to improve through individual efforts.

6. Clarifying the Legal Status of Auxiliaries

During the summer training session, a representative of the
State Department of Education outlined the legal status of teadher-aides
in the schools of Kentucky. As a safeguard to all concerned, it is
imperative that teacher-aides be oriented to their legal responsibilities.
Also, it is wise for school administrators to acquaint teacher-aides with
school board policies that affect them and the general operation of the
classroom.

11



APPLICATION FORM FOR AUXILIARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL

Name in Full Date

Address
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Social Security Number Telephone Number

Personal Data: Miss Mts. Mt.

Date of Birth Age Weight Height
Month Day Year

Marital Status: Single Harried Widow(er) Separated

NUmber of Children Ages:

Condition of your health during past year

Have you*lost occupational time because of illness during past year?
Yes No

If Yes, explain

Complete the following information on your school-age children:

Name

m.111...1IML

Grade School

OMMIINIMMI.m!

Educational Background:

Check the item that indicates your educational achievements:

8th Grade Some Hist Sdhool High School Diploma

Some College Work Other College Work: One Year Two Years
Three Years Four Years Degree

Write a brief report on your successes or failures in school

Use backside if additional space is needed



Work Experience:

Record of previous employment. List most recent first.
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Dates of
Employer Type of Work Employment

Briefly describe experiences you have had in which children were involved,
such as teaching a Sunday School class:

Can you Type? Yes No Give details:

What type of employment are you requesting?

ft.m1MENm=r

Do you expect to work regularly? Yes No

Haw many hours per week can you work? Hours

Do you expect to be available for work during the entire school year?
Yes No

List three people who can give a personal or business reference for you. Do
not submit the name of a relative.

Full Name

1.

2.

3.

Complete Address

=..=.=.0...

Additional information you wish to submit:

Telephone
Number



Name of Auxiliary

Name of Evaluator
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AN EVALUATION FORM WITH WHICH
TO EVALUATE AUXILIARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL

Date of Evaluation

Purpose of Evaluation

Quality Rating_
'Excellent' Satisfactory' Needs

' I rovement

General Appearance r

Personalit I

Attitude Toward Job I I

Attitude Toward Children I I I

Ability to Help and Work With
Teachers

I

I

I

I

r

I

Enthusiasm I I

Attendance r I I

Health
Speech and English
Clerical Skills
Dependability
Ability to Learn
Judgment
Overall Qualit of Work

,gemmemx

A Brief Wtitten Report by Evaluator:



TRAINING PROGRAM
ELLIOTT COUNTY SCHOOLS

TITLE III: TEACHER-AIDE PROJECT

Monday, August 12:

8:0041.30 Teacher-Aides Testing and orientation
12:00- 2:30 Teacher-Aides Testing

Teachers

TUesday, August 13:

8:00-10:00

10:00-11:30
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Teacher-Aides Hunan growth and development of
children

Teacher-Aides Working relationships between
Teachers teachers and teacher-aides

Lunch
Teacher-Aides Role definitions
Teachers

1:00-'2:30 Teacher-Aides Writing exercises in manuscript and
Teachers cursive on chalkboard

11:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00

Wednesday, August 14:

8:00-10:00 Teacher-Aides Outline for individual improvement
in dress, etiquette, reading,
mathematics and English

10:00-11:30 Teacher-Aides Identification and discussion of
Teachers potential teacher-aides' problems

Lunch
Teacher-Aides Desirable characteristics for
Teachers teacher-aides and teachers

1:00- 2:30 Teacher-Aides Preparing bulletin boards
Teachers

11:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00

Thursday, Apgust 15:

8:00-10:00 Teacher-Aides Introduction to reading instruction

10:00-11:30. .. Teacher-Aides Role of teacher-aides in monitorial
Teachers duties

11:30-12:00 .. .Lunch

12:00- 1:00 Teacher-Aides Health and saftey in the
Teachers schools

1:00- 230 Teacher-Aides Preparing, scoring, an4 recording
Teachers scores and grades of objective type

te.4cs

Friday, August 16:

8:0040:00 Teacher-Aides

10:00-11.30 Teacher-Aides
Teachers

11:30-12:00

Introduction to instruction in

mathematics
Duties and responsibilities that
remain with teachers
Lunch
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Friday, August 16 (Continued):

12:00- 1:00 Teacher-Aides
Teachers

1:00- 2:30... Teacher-Aides
Teachers

Monday, August 19:

8:00-10:00 Teacher-Aides
10:0041:30 Teacher-Aides

Teachers
11:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00 Teachergtides

Teachers
1:00- 2:30 Teacher-Aldes

Teachers
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Effective Home School Relationships

Maintaining and operating clerical and
audio-visual equipment

Understanding the role of the teacher
Working with children in small groups
or individually
Lunch
Teacher-Aides' role in helping children
with remedial work
Review of teacher-aide program in the
Elliott County Schools

Tuesday, August 20:

8:00-10:00 .... Teacher-Aides Teacher-aides as role models for

10:00-11:30 Teacher-Aides
Teachers

Teacher-Aides
Teachers

1:00- 2:30 ... Teacher-Aides
Teachers

11:30-12:00
1200- 1:00

Wednesday, August 21:

8:00-10:00
10:00-11:30

pupils
Review of activities that should be
assigned to pupils
Lunch
Learning how to tell a story and
pronounce spelling words
Preparation of duplicated materials

.... Teacher-Aides Career development
Teacher-Aides Written evaluation of program
Teachers

..... Lunch
Teacher-Aides Understanding of the learners in
Teachers Elliott County

1:00- 2:30 Teacher-Aides Planning for the opening of school
Teachers

11:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00

Other two days of training program were spent with special consultants in the
areas of audio-visual equipment and reading.
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